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Swxary 

This thesis falls into two parts, namely Chapter 1 and Chapter 

2, which are completely separate. A brief description of each part 

follows. 

In Chapter 1 we study infinite unions and intersections of 

cosets of ideals, with a view to obtaining infinite analogues of the 

finite "prime avoidance" results. In Section 1.1 we examine possible 

extensions of intersection results from the finite to the infinite. 

We find that the kind of result that would be useful later in the 

chapter is not, in general, true. In section 1.2, we establish 

results that are known so far about ideals which are contained in 

unions of cosets of ideals. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 generalise these 

known results, in particular circumstances. In Section 1.5 we 

describe a "prime avoidance" property that we should like a set of 

ideals to have, and examine the implications of this property. 

Section 1.6 uses the results of Sections 1.3 and 1.4 to give 

examples of the behaviour described in Section 1.5. Sections 1.7 to 

1.11 are concerned with applications of the results obtained 

earlier. In Section 1.7 we give infinite analogues of the finite 

"prime avoidance" results. In Sections 1.8 and 1.9 we generalise 

standard results from (Kap] on zero-divisors and regular sequences. 

In Section 1.10 we apply the results of Section 1.9 to big 

Cohen-Macaulay modules. 

In Chapter 2 we develop the idea of Zariski regularity to 
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prove a uniform Artin-Rees theorem and to generalise the Main Lemma 

of [Zar]. We begin by defining and characterising the notion of 

Zariski regularity, in Section 2.1. We show, in Section 2.2, that 

Zariski regularity is an open condition and move on to prove the 

uniform Artin-Rees theorem, in Section 2.3. Finally, in Section 2.4, 

we generalise Zariski's Main Lemma to a wider class of rings and to 

modules over these rings. 



Notes to the reader 

Throughout this work I shall use the standard notation and 

conventions of commutative algebra, wherever possible. Since these 

vary from author to author, those that are used in this thesis are 

described here. I have, on the whole, followed Matsumura's book, 

Commutative ring theory ([Matt]), and sometimes also Kaplansky's 

Commutative Rings ([Hap]). 

Sets and functions 

I use "2" to denote "contains" and "D" to denote 

"contains but is not equal to". A similar distinction is made 

between " C_ " and "C it. 

I take it that symbols will be read in context. For example; 

"E" will be used to mean "an element of", "is an element of", 

"be an element of", "elements of", etc., etc.. 

Set and class theory is used, in general, without explicit 

reference. 

Let X and Y be sets, and f: X -4 Ya function. Let W be 

a subset of X. I usually abuse notation, writing f(W) when I mean 
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U f(w). However, in some parts of Section 2.3 it is necessary to 
wEW 
be more careful. 

Let X and A be sets. Given a fixed map A -+ X: AH xX 

we say that (xA)AEA is a family of elements of X indexed by A. 

I use the following symbols when dealing with numbers: 

Symbol Denotes 

Z the integers 

N the positive integers 

R the real numbers 

Z Z/nZ, for any neN n 
Card the class of cardinal numbers 

card(X) or IXI the cardinality of the set X 

Ord the class of ordinal numbers 

ord(X) the ordinal of the set X 

KD card(N) 

1 the first uncountable cardinal 

Rings and modules 

R always denotes a commutative ring with non-zero identity. I 

do not assume that rings are Noetherian. In particular, a local ring 

is not necessarily Noetherian. 
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R[X1, """ , 
Xn] denotes the polynomial ring in n 

indeterminates over R. This notation may be extended to infinitely 

many indeterminates. R[x1, ".. , xn] denotes the R-algebra 

generated by x1, ".. , xn over R. R[[X1, """ Xn]] denotes the 

power series ring in n indeterminates over R. 

I use both ® M. and 
il 

M. to denote the direct sum, and 
iEI 

iEI 

II 
Mi to denote the direct product, of the family of modules 

iEI 

{Mi :iE I}. A similar notation is used for direct sums and 

products of rings. 

I refer the reader to [Mat2], Section 13 or [ZS2], Chapter 

VII, Sections 2 and 12, and Chapter VIII, Section 1 for the 

definitions graded ring and graded module and associated graded ring 

and module. I shall hencefoward use the term graded to mean, in the 

terminology of [Matt], Z-graded. Let R be a ring, I an ideal of R 

and M an R-module. Then I use gri(M) to denote (IkM)/(Ik+1M), for 

k>0, and grI(M) to denote ® grI(M). Let S be a graded ring, 
k>0 

dEZ and M=®M and N=®N. graded S-modules. An 
iEZ 1 iEZ 1 

R-module homomorphism 9: MºN is said to be homogenous of 

degree d if V(Mi) C Nj+d, for all jEZ. 

Let R be a domain and M an R-module such that for all non-zero 
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elements s of R, sm =0 implies that m=0, where m is any 

element of M; then M is said to be a torsion-free R-module. 

Primes, associated primes and zero divisors 

Let R be a ring, Ea subset of R, t an element of R, M an 

R-module and X and Y subsets of M. I use the following notation: 

Notation Meaning 

Spec(R) ' the set of prime ideals of R 

Max-Spec(R) the set of maximal ideals of R 

V(E) {P E Spec(R) :P E} 

D(t) {Q E Spec(R) t ¢ Q} 

(X :R Y) jr ER: rY C X} 

AnnR(X) (0 :R X) 

Z(M) {zero divisors of M} U AnnR(m) 
mEM 
m#0 

AssR(M) {P E Spec(R) :P - AnnR(x), for 

some xE M} 

{maximal primes of M} {P E Spec(R) :P is maximal among 

ideals contained in Z(M)} 

{maximal primes of I} {maximal primes o f R/I} (by abuse. 

of notation) 

SuppR(M) {P E Spec(R) : Mp # 0} 

r(I) _ ý(I the radical of I 

-{r ER : rnE I for some nEN} 
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dim(R) the Krull dimension of R 

supremum of lengths of strictly 

decreasing chains of prime ideals 

of R (which may be transfinite) 

In the situation described above, if X and Y are submodules of 

M, then (X :R Y) is an ideal of R. From Theorem 2 of [Kap], 

Z(M) U {P :P is a maximal prime of M}. 

If R is Noetherian and M is finitely generated, then AssR(M) is a 

finite set and 

Z(M) -U {P :PE AssR(M)}, 

(from [Matt] Theorems 6.1 and 6.5, for example). 

If M is a finitely generated R-module, then dimR(M) is 

defined to be dimR(R/AnnR(M)). 

I use basic properties of AssR(M), SuppR(M) and Z(M) without 

reference. These facts are to be found in, for example, [Matt]. 

Systems of paraaeters 

Let R be a ring and M an R-module. Then L(M) denotes the 

length of a composition series of M. If M does not have a 

composition series, we set L(M) - w. (Composition series are 

defined in (for example) [Matt] on page 12. ) 

Now let R be a semi-local Noetherian ring and Ma finitely 
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generated R-module. Then it follows from [Matt], Theorem 13.4, that 

dimR(M) is finite; dimR(M) = d, say. Given d elements 

a1, """ , ad in the Jacobson radical of R such that 

L(M/(a1M + """ + adM)) < ao, we say that a1, """ ad is a system 

of parameters for M. It follows from [Matt], Theorem 13.4, that, in 

the situation described, a system of parameters for M always exists. 

Let m denote the Jacobson radical of R. Let I be an ideal of R 

such that mV CIC.  , for some vEN. Then I is said to be an 

ideal of definition of R. =t is easy to see. llwt 

every system of parameters of R generates an ideal of definition of 

R. Basic properties of system of parameters are covered in [Ser], 

Chapitre III, B), 3. 

Regular sequences and Cohen-Macaulay modules 

Let R be a ring and M an R-module. An element reR is said 

to be M-regular if r# Z(M). A sequence rl, ". " rn of elements 

of R is said to be an M-sequence if the following two conditions 

hold: 

(i) r1 is M-regular and 

ri+1 is M/(r1M + """ + riM)-regular, for 

i-1, ... n-1; 

(ii) r1M + ". " + rnM # M. 
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For basic facts about M-sequences, when M is a finitely 

generated module, I refer the reader to [Matt], Section 16 and 

[Kap], Section 3-1. The I-depth of the module M, where I is an ideal 

of R, is defined to be 

depthR(I, M) = inf {i : ExtR(R/I, M) # 0}, 

if this exists, and oD otherwise. Note that, in this definition, 

there is no requirement that R be Noetherian or M finitely 

generated. However, if R is Noetherian, M is finitely generated and 

IM # M, it follows from [Matt], Theorem 16.7, that depth R 
(I'M) is 

the length of any maximal M-sequence in I. 

Now let R be a Noetherian local ring, with maximal ideal m, 

and Ma non-zero R-module such that depth R(s, M) - dimR(M). Then we 

say that M is a Cohen-Macaulay R-module. If R is a Cohen-Macaulay 

R-module, then R is said to be a Cohen-Macaulay ring. The basic 

properties of finitely generated Cohen-Macaulay modules appear in 

[Ser], Chapitre IV, B). 

% Regular rings 

Let R be a Noetherian local ring, with maximal ideal a. If m 

can be generated by a system of parameters of R, then R is said to 

be a regular local ring. A system of parameters generating st is 

called a regular system of parameters. 

A Noetherian ring R such that Rp is a regular local ring, for 

all primes PE Spec(R), is called a regular ring. This condition 

is equivalent to Ra being a regular local ring for all 
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mE Max-Spec(R) ([Matt], Theorem 19.3). 

Basic properties of regular rings are covered in [Matt]. In 

particular I need the facts that: 

a) a regular local ring is a Cohen-Macaulay ring ([Matt], 

Theorem 17.8) and 

b) in a Cohen-Macaulay local ring any subset of a system 

of parameters is an R-sequence ([Mat2], Theorem 17.4). 

Maps and exactness 

I shall sometimes use the term R-module map instead of 

R-module homomorphism. 

If E is the short exact sequence 

0 -4 ABtCI 

then E0D is the sequence 

0 -º A®D -- B®D -a C®D -4 0, 

which is not necessarily exact at A®D. 

Ext and Tor are used without introduction (see [Rot] or 

[Mat2]). 
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Topologies 

xviii 

Let X be a topological space and Ya non-empty subspace of X. 

Y is said to be irreducible if the following condition holds: 

Y- Y1 U Y2, where Y1 and Y2 are closed in Y, implies that Y- Yl 

or Y- Y2. 

Let Y- {V(I) :I is an ideal of R}. There is a topology on 

Spec(R) for which Y is the set of closed sets. This is called the 

Zariski topology. I shall always consider Spec(R) with its Zariski* 

topology. If X is a subset of Spec(R) I shall also call the induced 

topology of X the Zariski topology. If R is a domain then Spec(R) is 

an irreducible topological space. 

If a semi-local ring is said to be complete, this means 

complete with respect to the Jacobson radical topology, defined in 

Section 1.4. 

I have given here only as much as I deem necessary to avoid 

ambiguity. Any unexplained terminology can be found in the texts 

mentioned. From now on I use "we" and never "I" as it often makes 

more sense and it is easier not to use both. 



CHAPTER 1 

This chapter is devoted to the study of unions and 

intersections of ideals. The starting point for this work is a 

diverse body of results on coverings and intersections; coverings, 

that is, of ideals by unions of ideals, and intersections of ideals 

which are contained in ideals. The aim is to combine and generalise 

these known results. In this chapter a ring is Noetherian only if it 

is explicitly said to be. In particular, local and semi-local rings 

are not necessarily Noetherian. 

We begin with the classical "prime avoidance" results which 

appear frequently throughout commutative algebra. We distinguish two 

main types of result: 

1.0.1. If R is a ring and I is an ideal of R such that 

I C_ P1 U """ U Pn, where P1, """, Pn are prime ideals 

of R, then ICP,, for some i=1, """, n; i 
1.0.2. If J1'..., Jm are ideals of R and Q is a prime ideal 

of R such that Q2 JI n """ n im then Q2J. for 

some i-1,2, """, m. 

(See for example [AM] Proposition 1.11. ) 

We shall refer to results in the pattern of 1.0.1 and 1.0.2 as 

results of type (1) and type (2) respectively. Type (1) has been 

developed to include more general finite unions, and infinite 

unions. These developments are the subject of Section 1.2. In 

Sections 1.3 and 1.4 we develop type (1) to more general infinite 
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unions. First however in Section 1.1 we shall attempt to extend 

type (2) to infinite intersections. 

1.1 Infinite Intersections 

In the development of results of type (1) from 1.0.1 much use 

is made of 1.0.2. Thus it seems appropriate to begin by trying to 

extend 1.0.2 to infinite intersections of ideals in order to be able 

to extend 1.0.1 in the same way. However, as soon becomes clear, 

this does not lead very far. 

Let R be a ring, a an infinite cardinal, Aa set such that 

JAI -a and Pa prime ideal of R. Suppose that given any family 

(J 
Z), XEA of ideals of R, indexed by A, such that P2n J)L, 

' AEA 

then P2 Jµ, for some µEA. Then R is said to have the 

a-intersection property. If R has the a-intersection property for 

all cardinals a, then R is said to have the strong intersection 

property. 

Examples abound to show that the strong intersection property 

very rarely occurs. For instance if R is a Noetherian domain with a 

OD 
non-zero proper ideal, I, then n In - (0), by the Krull 

n=0 
intersection theorem. (See, for example, [Kap] Theorem 77. ) Again, 

let R- k[XO, X1, """ ], the polynomial ring in an infinite number 

of indeterminates; then (l (Xn) _ (0). Also any Hilbert domain 
n-0 

with an infinite number of prime ideals fails the strong 
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intersection property. In fact in such a ring, 

n {P :PE Spec(R) ;P# (0)} - (0). 

In the Noetherian case the Krull intersection theorem is the 

last word on the problem, as shown by the following corollary (to 

the aforesaid theorem): 

Corollary 1.1.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let a be a cardinal 

such that a >- Kp. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) R has the strong intersection property; 

(ii) R has the a-intersection property; 

(iii) R is Artinian. 

Proof. In an Artinian ring all intersections reduce to finite 

intersections by the descending chain condition (d. c. c. ), so (iii) 4 

(i) f (ii) 
, and it remains to show that (ii) 4 (iii). Let P be any 

prime ideal of R and Ma maximal ideal of R containing P. Then 

OD OD 
[(n Mn) +P] /PC [n (Mn+P)) /P 

n0n. 0 

n [(Mn + P) / P] sn (M/P)n . (0), 
n-0 n-0 

00 
by the Krull intersection theorem. Thus P2n Mn and so, by 

n-0 
hypothesis, p Mr for some r>1, which means that P must be 

maximal. Therefore R is Artinian. p 

Following notation in Kaplansky ([Kap] ;S 1-3), an integral 

domain, R, is a O-domain if the quotient field of R is finitely 
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generated as an R-algebra. If P is a prime ideal of R such that R/P 

is a G-domain then P is a Q-ideal. 

Lemma 1.1.2. Let R be an integral domain and X an indeterminate. If 

(Spec(R[X])j -a> kp then R[X] does not have the a-intersection 

property. 

Proof. R[X] is not a G-domain ([Kap], Theorem 21), and from [Kap], 

Theorem 19, we have 

n (P :PE Spec(R[X]) ;P# (0)) - (0). 

Since this is an intersection of a non-zero prime ideals contained 

in the prime ideal (0) the lemma is proved. o 

Note. As the first example above shows, the lemma is trivial if R is 

a Noetherian ring, since R[X] is, in this case, a Noetherian domain. 

Intersection properties do not seem to extend very easily from 

the finite to infinite case, even in the best-behaved of rings. 

Therefore we narrow our attention to particular intersections of 

ideals. In the non-Noetherian case we have only the following 

restatement of [Hap], Theorem 27 to offer: 

Theorem 1.1.3. Let R be a ring and Pa prime ideal of R. Then the 

following are equivalent: 

(1) given any subset 7'I of Spec(R) such that nQ=P 

QEWI 

then PE Tt; 
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(2) P is the contraction of a maximal prime of REX], X 

an indeterminate. 

Proof. Given (1), suppose that P is not the contraction of a maximal 

ideal of R[X]. Then R/P is not a G-domain ([Kap], Theorem 27). 

If u is any non-zero element of R/P it follows that there is some 

non-zero prime, Q', of R/P such that u Q' ([Kap], Theorem 19). 

Therefore 

aE R\P 4 0# äE R/P, 

43 Qa E Spec(R/P) such that Qa # (0) and ä0 Qa, 

"º 3 qa E Spec(R) such that qa 3P and a0 qa, 

"r (1 (q E Spec(R) :q3P; q# P) - P, 

contradicting (1). Thus P must be the contraction of a maximal ideal 

of R[X]. 

Conversely, given that P is the contraction of a maximal ideal 

of R[X], R/P is a G-domain ([Kap], Theorem 27). Suppose then that 

we have Spec(R) such that P=nQ. 

QED 

Then n (Q/P) - (0) in R/P, 

QE 

so that Q/P - (0) for some QE WI ([Kap], Theorem 19), and Q-P 

for some QE0. a 

If R is a Noetherian ring then we can do slightly better: 

Theorem 1.1.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring and (P )SEA a family of 
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prime ideals of R indexed by an infinite set A. Set I=n PI and 

AEA 
let Q1, """ , Qr be the minimal elements of AssR(R/I). Let p be a 

prime ideal of R such that p2n PA. Then p Qk, for some 
AEA 

k 1, """ r, and 

either (i) PA Cp for some AEA, 

or (ii) PA p for any AEA, and p3 Qk 4 Qk 

is not a G-ideal. 

r 
Proof. Note that 41 - I, so that I-nQ.. Let 

j-1 

A. = {A E. A : PA 2Q and let Jj -n PI for each 

AEA. 

r 
j 1, """ , r. Since PI=nQ., for all AEA, it 

j-1 

follows from 1.0.2 that, for each µEA, Pµ 2 Qi, for some i such 

that 1<i<r, so that, for each µEA, µE Ai, for some i 

such that 1<15r, and therefore 

rr 
nn PI 'n ßj S ßkl 

j=1 AEA j=1 

for each k-1, """ r. 

Thus, for each k 1, """ r, qk 2 Jj for some j=1 """ r sý 

(by 1.0.2). If k#j then, by definition of Jj, qk 2q 

contradicting the hypothesis that all the Q's are minimal in 

AssR(R/I). Thus Qk 2 Jk' giving 
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Qk = Jk, for all k such that 1<k<r. (1.1.5) 

r 
Now p2I=n Qj fp2 Qk' where 1<k<r. Let k be 

j=1 

such that p2 Qk. Suppose that Pµ Ip for any µEA. (Note that 

if IAki < 00 then p2 Pµ for some µE Ak, by (1.1.5) and 1.0.2, 

so, under the assumption that Pµ tp for any µEA, we must have 

IAkl >_ to. ) Then 

Qg n PA, by (1.1.5), 

AEAk 

so either pit = Qk, for some µE Ak g A, or Qk is not a G-ideal 

(Theorem 1.1.3 and [Kap], Theorem 27). But if Pµ = Qk then 

p Qk 2 Pµ, a contradiction. Thus we have, as required, that Qk is 

not a G-ideal. a 

Corollary 1.1.6. Let R be a Noetherian ring and (PX). 
EA a family 

of distinct prime ideals of R indexed by an infinite set A. Let p 

be a prime ideal of R such that p2n PA. Then 

AEA 

either (i) p2P for some µEA, 

or (ii) given any finite subset, rCA, 

p2 fl (PA :AE A\T). 

Proof. With the notation of Theorem 1.1.4 and its proof; suppose 

that Pµ tp for any pEA. Then from the proof of the theorem we 

have k such that 1<k<r, p2 Qk and JAkl > H0. Let r be 
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a finite subset of A, and let A= {A E A\r : PI p Qfor 

j=1, """ r. Let Dj =n PA (if Oj = (b, then Dj = R); so 
AEA. 

J 

rr 
n PA ' (n Dj) n ((l PA) snQj5 Qk S PAEA 

3-1 AEr j-1 

by (1.1.5). Thus p2 Dq for some q such that 1<q<r, or p2P 

for some µEr (by 1.0.2). Thus p2 Dq, by the assumption on p, 

and hence p2n PA, where A- A\r. 0 
AEA 

This is all we have to say about problems of type (2) and 

these results have not proved helpful in solving problems of 

type (1) discussed below. 

1.2 Coverings so far 

In [McC] McCoy considers the case of an ideal I contained in a 

union of ideals which are not necessarily prime. McCoy begins with 

the observation that if IC J1 U J2 then IC Ji, for i-1 

or 2, where JI and J2 are ideals. That this result does not carry 

over to a union of three ideals is shown by an example in a ring 

with trivial multiplication. The following example shows that the 

same result fails even when 1(#0) is in the ring. Let 

R- Z2[x, Y], 1' (XMY), Jl " (X, XY, Y2), J2 ' (Y, X2, XY) and 
j3 - (X+Y, x2, Xy, Y2). Then IC J1 U J2 U Js. In fact, if aeI, 
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then a= rX + sY, for some r, s E R. Writing r= r0 + r' and 

s= s0 + s', where r0, s0 E Z2 and r', s' E (X, Y), we have 

a-r0X+ r'X + s0Y + s'Y. Since r'X + s'Y E (X2, XY, Y2) g J,, for 

1<i<3, it is enough to show that r0X + s0Y E J1 U J2 U J3, 

for all possible choices of r0 and s0. Letting r0 and s0 take all 

values in Z2 we have r0X + s0Y =X+Y, X, Y or 0, which are all 

in J1 U J2 U J3. Thus aE J1 U J2 U J3, and so 

IC JI U J2 U J3. However Xf J3 and X+ Y0 J1 U J2 and these 

elements are both in I, so that Iý J1, Iý J2 and I J3. 

McCoy finds that if IC J1 U """ U Jm and I is not contained 

in the union of any m-1 of these ideals, then there exists an 

integer, k, such that Ik C J1 (1 """ (1 Jm. As a corollary of this 

result McCoy obtains a strengthening of 1.0.1; if -n -2 of_the 
in 1.0.1., 

ideals, 'pl, """ , In , Aare prime, then IC pi for some i, 

1<i<n. In fact McCoy requires only that I is an additive 

subgroup of R, not necessarily an ideal. 

Building on McCoy's work, Davis, Gilmer and McAdam obtain the 

following results. Assume that I E. PI +C1U """ U Pn + cn, where 

Pi is prime and ci E R, for 1<i<n. Then, given the "right 

conditions", (I, ci) C Pi for some i such that 1<i<n. The 

"right conditions" are that one of the following is true: 

1.2.1. all ci are equal (Davis [Kap], Theorem 124); 

1.2.2. all P. are distinct (Gilmer [Gil]); 

1.2.3.1 + Pi #R for i-1,2, """ n (McAdam [McA]). 

Note: (1) 1.2.2 is a generalisation of 1.2.1. 

(2) To see that 1.2.1 can be deduced from [Kap], Theorem 124 and 
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vice-versa: 

First note that 1.2.1 says that for some i such that 1<i<n, 

and for any cER, 

I cP1+cU """ UPn+c4 (Tic) C- Pi, 

Given 1.2.1, suppose that 

(I, c) - (I, (- c)) t P1 U """ U Pn; then 

II (P1 - c) U ".. U (Pu - c) (by (*))' so 

3xEI such that x (P1 - c) U """ U (Pn - c). Hence 

x+cf P1 U """ U Pn, which gives [Kap], Theorem 124. 

Conversely given [Kap], Theorem 124, suppose we have 

ICP1+CU"""UPn+c. 

Assume there is xEI such that x-c0 P1 U ". " U Pn. Since 

xEI, x=y+c where yePi for some i such that 1<i<n. 

Thus x-c-ye Pi, which is a contradiction. Therefore we have 

(I, c) _ (I, (- c)) C P1 U """ U Pn ([Kap], Theorem 124), so 

(I, c) g Pi for some i, 1i<n (by 1.0.1). 

(3) A weaker version of [Rap], Theorem 124 appears as a lemma in 

the appendix of [Dav]. 

Finally (so far) McAdam [McA] combines (1.2.1), (1.2.2) and 

(1.2.3) and, as well, provides some answers to (more general 

versions of) McCoy's original question about non-prime covers. The 

main theorem in this paper is the following: 

Theorem 1.2.4. (MCA] Let J1, ".. Jn be, not necessarily distinct, 

ideals of R and let cl, ... 1cn be elements of R. If I is an 
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ideal such that IC J1 + cl U """ U Jn + cn and if any of the 

following conditions hold, then for some i such that 1<i<n, 

(I, ci) C Ji. 

(a) For each ja 1, """ n and each maximal prime, P, of 

Jj, R/P is infinite; 

(b) R/M is i nfin ite for all maximal ideals M of R; 

(c) For each j= 1, """ n and each maximal prime, P, of 

Jj, P is not a maximal ideal of R; 

(d) For each j- 1, """ n and each maximal prime, P, of 

Jj, P is not a maximal prime of Jk for any k# j; 

(e) For all k# j, Jk ý Z( R/Ji). 13 

The ideas and arguments of McAdam's proof of Theorem 1.2.4 

will arise in the following sections and so are not given here. The 

same goes for the consequences of the theorem, which comprise all 

the above results of Type (1). In Sections 1.3 and 1.4 we aim to 

provide non-finite analogues of Theorem 1.2.4. We now state known 

non-finite analogues of results of Type (1). Burch [Bur], and Sharp 

and Vinos [ShVä] have shown that under certain circumstances many of 

the above results extend to covers of ideals by countable unions (of 

ideals). 

Theorem 1.2.5. [ShVä] Let R be a complete Noetherian local ring. Let 

{Pi :i=1,2, """" } be a countable family of prime ideals of R, 

let I be an ideal of R and let xe R be such that 

I+xCU {Pi i 1,2, """" }. Then I+xC Pi for some 
j >_ 1.13 
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We omit the proof since similar arguments are used in a later 

section. 

Note: Burch [Bur] proved (a weaker version of) Theorem 1.2.5 by 

construction of a Cauchy sequence. Sharp and Vämos subsequently 

proved the (full) theorem using Baire's Category Theorem. Burch's 

original proof does however go through to give the full result. 

Theorem 1.2.6. [ShVä] Let R be a ring and assume that there exists 

an uncountable family {uI :AE A} of elements of R such that 

uI -u is a unit of R whenever A, µ EA with A#µ. Let I be a 

finitely generated ideal of R and let {Ji :i-1,2, """" } be a 

countable family of ideals of R such that 
_ 

ICU Vi :i-1,2, """" }. Then IC Jr for some r >_ 1. 

We reproduce the proof of Theorem 1.2.6 for comparison with the 

proof of Theorem 1.3.5. 

Proof. Let xi, """ xk ER generate I. For each AEA, set 

xl + UAx2 + """ + uI 
Iak, E I. 

Now there is an uncountable subset A' of A and an integer r>1 

such that y, E Jr for all AE A'. In particular, there exist k 

different members A1, """ , Ak of A such that yA1, ... , yAk E Jr 

The kxk matrix H= (uI3-1) has determinant which is a 
i 

unit of R. Since 
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H(x1 .. * xk)T s (YX1 ... Yzk)T I 

we have (x1 """ xk)T =H1 (yxl ".. y-Xk)T ; thus xi E Jr for all 

i=1, """ k and so IC Jr, p 

In Sections 1.3 and 1.4 we shall find analogues of 

Theorem 1.2.4 for rings of the kind described by Theorems 1.2.5 and 

1.2.6. 

1.3 Infinite covers and difference sets 

In this section we consider extensions of results of type (1) 

in rings containing a "large" set of elements with differences which 

lie "well outside" the ideals we are considering. This provides us 

with an analogue to, at least, the second condition of 

Theorem 1.2.4. 

The next two preparatory lemmas enable us to prove the main 

results of both the present section and Section 1.4. The first of 

these is due to McAdam ([McA] Lemma 4) and the second is based on an 

idea in the proof of [McA] Theorem 5. 

Lemma 1.3.1. [McA] Let R be a ring and I an ideal of R and let a and 

b be elements of R. Then 

(I +a :R b) _ (I :R b) + s, 

where s is any element of (I +'a 'R b). 
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Proof. Let rE (I :R b) and fix sE (I +a :R b). Then 

rb + sb EI+ (I + a) -I+a, 

so r+sE (I +a: b), VrE (I : b), 

therefore (I :R b) +sq (I +a: b). 

Conversely if tE (I +a :R b) then 

(t - s)b E I, 

which implies t-sE (I :R b), 

so that tE (I 
R b) + s, 

hence (I +a :R b) C (I :R b) + s. p 

Lema 1.3.2. Let-R be a ring and Ia finitely generated ideal of R. 

Let (JA)AEA be a family of, not necessarily distinct, ideals of R, 

and (cA)AEA a family of elements of R, both indexed by a set A. 

Suppose that ICU (JA + cA) and It Jµ for any µEA. Then, 

AEA 

for each AEA, there is a maximal prime PA of J and an element 

sI E R, such that 

RCU (PI + SA). 
AEA 

Proof. Step (1): Suppose firstly that IU JA . Choose xEI 
AEA 

such that xU Jj. For each rE It, 
AEA 

rx EIcU (Jý + cA), 

AEA 
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so rE1J ii3A +c1) :R X) -U «JÄ :R x) + sAEA 
AEA 

where sI E R, for all 16A (Lemma 1.3.1). 

Since x0 Jµ, (Jµ :R x) can be expanded to a maximal prime PP of 

Jµ, for each pEA. Thus R C. U (PA +s as required. 

lEA 

Step (2): In the light of Step (1) we may assume that 

ICU JA. The ideal I must be generated by at least two elements, 
lEA 

otherwise the current assumption leads to a contradiction. We use 

induction on n, the number of generators of I, starting with the 

case n=2. The inductive hypothesis is the following: given an 

ideal L, generated by fewer than n elements, a family (AV)vEn of, 

not necessarily distinct, ideals of R and a family (bv)ver, of 

elements of it, both indexed by a set n, such that LCU (Av + bv) 

vEn 

and LC Aw, for any we(; then RCU (Qv + tv), where Qw is 

vEQ 

some maximal prime of Aw and tw E R, for each wEA. Suppose 

that I is generated by n>2 elements x1, """ , xn. For 

j-1,2 """ n let a- (X 
19..., x J, -l, 

x J+19... Ixn If there is 

some j such that 1<j<n and, aj c JA for any AEA, then the 

result follows from the inductive hypothesis. In fact, we have 

a3 cIcU (JA + c1), aj I Jµ for any µEA and aj generated 
AEA 
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by fewer than n elements. On the other hand suppose that, for every 

j such that 1<j5n, aj gJ for some µEA. Then 

an - xn CICU Jý. For each yE an choose A(y) EA such that 

AEA 

y- xn E J1(y). Let r. {µ EA: µ- A(y) for some yE an}. If 

an C Jµ for any µEr then y- xn E Jµ, for some yE an, so 

xn E Jµ and this gives I- (an, xn) C Jµ, a contradiction. Thus 

an Jµ for any µEr. For all ye an, there is µEr such 

that y- xn e Jµ, and therefore we have 

an - xn gu 

xEr 

and so an CU (JA + xn). 

AEr 
Since an j1µ for any µEr, the result follows by induction. Q 

We record the following observation as a lemma for future 

reference: 

Leims 1.3.3. Let R be a ring, I and J ideals of R and c an element 

of R. Then (I, c) E. J if and only if IcJ and In (J + c) # O. 

Proof. If (I, c) cJ then -c e J, so 0 EIn (J + c) # 0. 

Conversely, if ieI n (J + c) then i- j-c for some jeJ; 

if also I E- J then c6J, so (I, c) E. J. p 
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The next definition is motivated by the hypothesis of 

Theorem 1.2.6: 

Definition 1.3.4. Let R be a ring, Xa subset of R, and Da subset 

of R, of cardinality A. Suppose that whenever a, bED and a#b, 

a-b is (is not) in X. Then we say that R has ß-differences in 

(outside) X and that D is an ß-difference set in (outside) X. 

Theorem 1.3.5. Let R be a ring, (JA)AEA a family of ideals and 

(cA)AEA a family of elements of R, both indexed by a set A of 

cardinality a. Let be a cardinal such that ß>a. Assume that for 

any family (P 
A), XEA such that, for each µEA, Pµ E {P :P is a 

maximal prime of Jµ R has a ß-difference set D outside U PA. 

AEA 

Let I be a finitely generated ideal of R such that 

IcU (JA + CA). 
AEA 

Then (I, cµ) CJ for some µEA. 

Proof. First we may drop all cosets JI + cI such that 

i fl (J, + cA) - 0, without affecting the hypotheses of the theorem. 

Then, by Lemma 1.3.3, it is enough to show that IC Jµ for some 

pEA. 

Now if II Jµ for any µEA then from Lemma 1.3.2 we have 

RCU (PA + 
AEA 

where for each µEA, PP is a maximal prime of Jµ and sµER. As 

IDI -0>a- JAI there is µEA such that Pµ + sµ contains at 
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least one pair a, b ED such that a#b. Then a-b6P which 

is a contradiction since a-bUP. X, p 

AEA 

Note that the possibility that ß is finite is not excluded in 

the above theorem. 

Examples. 1.3.6. Let R be an algebra over a field k of cardinality 

ß> Rp. The non-zero elements of k form a ß-difference set outside 

any union of proper ideals of R. 

1.3.7. Let R be an algebra over a ring S of cardinality ß> No, 

such that R- S[X] for some set of indeterminates XCR. Let 

91 - {J J is an ideal of R; JC XR}. 

Then, since s f1 XR {0}, S\{0} is an ß-difference set outside 

any union of primes in 91. 

1.3.8. Let R be a ring, 0 an infinite cardinal and I11 """2Ir 

pairwise coprime ideals of R, such that R/Ii has. cardinality at 

r 
least ß, for i 1, """, r. Let = I1 fl I2 """ fl Ir = 11 Ii. 

i=1 

Then R/? N R/I1 ® """ ® R/Ir, 

and the diagonal map 0: R -º R/I1 0 """ 0 R/Ir is surjective. 

Let A be a set of cardinality ß, and for i-1, """, r let 

(ui)AEA be a set of distinct non-zero elements of R/I 
i, 

indexed by 
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A. Let 

D {uff (u1,..., u1r )E R/I1 0 ... 9 R/Ir :AE A}. 

Then, if k, µ EA such that 1#µ, we have 

uý - uµ = (uff - uµ)i=1, and u1 - uµ * 01 

for i=1, """, r. (We set (xi)ir 
=1 

(xi, """, xr). ) Since 4 is 

surjective we may choose a transversal E of D in R. Then JEJ = ß, 

and for any two distinct elements a and b of E, we have distinct 

elements p, t EA such that 4(a) - up and 4(b) - uT. Suppose 

a-bE Ij, for some j-1, """ r. Then 

4(a - b) = uP - uT = (u' - ui 
rE ý(Ij)' 

p ti-1 

so ui P- ut = 0, a contradiction. Thus a-b0 Ij, for any 

j 1, """, r. It follows that E is a ß-difference set outside 

r 

i-i 

1.3.9. Let R be a semi-local ring with maximal ideals ml'.. ", mr 

such that R/sei has cardinality at least ß, for i-1,. "", r and ß 

an infinite cardinal. This is a particular case of example 1.3.8, 

in which the ß-difference set E is outside any union of proper 

ideals. 
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1.4 Infinite covers in complete semi-local Noetherian rings 

We shall now follow the path taken by McAdam in proving 

Theorem 1.2.4 and, using the methods of Sharp and Väanos, find an 

infinite analogue of this theorem. Throughout this section R will be 

a semi-local Noetherian ring complete in the Jacobson radical 

topology. We first give a description of this topology in so far as 

we require it. For a fuller treatment see, for example, [ZS2], 

Chapter VIII. 

A ring, R, is a topological ring, with respect to a given 

topology, if the ring operations, RxR -º R: (r, s) -º r-s, 

and (r, s) -+ rs, are continuous. A topological ring is a 

homogenous space, that is, if XCR is an open (closed) set then 

for any xER the subset X+x is also open (closed) in R. This 

follows since the map R --i R: a -º a+x is a homeomorphism for 

all xeR. Let R be a topological ring and let E be a collection of 

open sets of R which contain 0. If every open set in R)Acontains a 

set in E then we say that E is a basis of neighbourhoods of 0 for 

R. If E is a basis of neighbourhoods of 0 then the sets of the form 

x+U, where xER and UEE, form a basis for the open sets of 

the topological ring R. Let R be a ring and let (BX)AEA be a 

family of ideals of R, indexed by a directed set A, such that if 

A, µEA and A< µ then B2B Then there exists a unique 

topology on R such that (BA)AEA is a basis of neighbourhoods for 

0, and R is a topological ring. Furthermore it is easy to see that R 

is Hausdorff, with respect to this topology, iff n BA - (0). 

AEA 
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Let I be an ideal of R. Taking A= {0,1,2, """" } and 

Bn = In, we define the I-adic topology to be that having (Bn)nEA 

as a basis of neighbourhoods for 0. If S is any subset of R let S 

denote the closure of S in the I-adic topology. Then 

xES F-º (x+In) (1S#O foralln>0, 

4.4 xES+In foralln>_0, 

00 
4-4 xEn (S + In) 

. 
n=0 

OD 
Hence s=n (S + In). 

n=0 

Now suppose that R is a Noetherian ring and that I is 

contained in the Jacobson radical of R. Let a be any ideal of R, 

OD 
a#R. Then ä=n (a + In), and we have, 

n=0 

ao ao ao 
((l (a + In) )/a = (l ((a + In)/a) _ (l (In(R/a))" 
n=0 n=0 n=0 

ao 
Let c=n (In(R/a)); then C is a submodule of R/a and so is 

n=0 

finitely generated as an R-module. Therefore C=0, by the Krull 

Intersection theorem and Nakayama's lemma ([Kap], Theorems 74 

OD 
and 78). Thus ä=n (a + In) = a, that is, all ideals of R are 

n=0 

closed in the I-adic topology. 

If a is any ideal of R then a is open in the I-adic topology 

iff aD In for some n>0. In fact if a- In then we have 

xEa4x+ In C a, so a is open. Conversely if a is open then, 
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since 0Ea, we have- In Ca for some n>0. 

For XER define v(x) - Max {n EZ: xE In } if 

CID 00 

xn (In), and v(x) _ 00 if xEn (In). Then for any 
n-0 n-0 

x, y ER we can define the distance 

d(x, y) - e-v(x y), where eER, e>1. 

OD 
If n (In) - (0) then d defines a metric on R, and it is clear 

n-0 

that the topology induced by this metric coincides with the I-adic 

topology. Thus when R is Noetherian and I is contained in the 

Jacobson radical, R is a metric space with the I-adic topology and, 

for instance, we may consider its completion with respect to this 

topology. 

Throughout this section ,J denotes the Jacobson radical of R. 

If R is complete with respect to the 3-adic topology we say, 

merely, that R is complete. The I-adic topology is defined similarly 

for a general R-module. We shall sometimes refer to the I-adic 

topology simply as the I-topology. 

The idea of Sharp and Vämos, which we shall use, is to apply 

Baire's Category theorem, which we now state, to R as a metric space 

with the I-adic topology : 

Baire's Category Theorem. If X is a complete metric space and 

{Ai :i-1,2,. ". " } is a family of nowhere dense subsets of X, ' 

00 
then X Ai. O 

i-l 
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This will be used in the following lemma, which is required to prove 

the main result of this section. 

Lemma 1.4.1. Let R be a complete semi-local Noetherian ring, let I 

be an ideal of R and let {Pi :iE 91} be a family of distinct 

primes of R, where Y=N, or 91 = {1,2, """ m} for some 

mEN. Let {ci, 
g :g-1,2,.... } be a family of elements of R 

for every iE 91. Suppose that IIP. for any jE 91. If 

OD 
ICUU (P, +c) 

ý i, g 
iE'g-1 

then there is a finite subset ., of't , such that 

OD 
ICUU (P 

k+ck, g). 
kEA g=1 

Furthermore . can be chosen such that, for each kE., Pk is a 

maximal ideal of R, R/Pk is a countable field and there is at 

least one pair of integers, u, v, such that 1<u<v and 

ck, u 
# cklV. 

ao 
Proof. Suppose that IUU (pk +ck, 

g 
for any finite 

kEq g-I 

subset, ., of 01 such that 

{Pk :kE,. }C {P :P=P. for some i"1,2,... }n Max-Spec(R). 

Let sEZ such that s>0. Assume inductively that maximal 

ideals Pi 
, """ Pi have been found in {P 

1.: 
i=1,2, """" }. 

1 s-1 
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To simplify notation we renumber, setting P'k = Pi for 
k 

1<k<s-1, Pý 
j+s-1 

P. for I4jýi., s ? i-kos-i pi ý"kýj<ýs. 
ý a+`A ºe=, 2, 

"Qj z , pj 
, 
for j 'Y -ts oral, j E''1., and. 

A hen dropping '. Thus we have maximal ideals P1, """ 'Ps-1. 
Let 

s-1 CO 
DUU (Pk + ck)g); then by assumption, i (1 Dc # (6 

k-i g-i 

(where Sc denotes the complement of S in R, for any subset S of R). 

Since Pk is maximal, Pk contains 3 and is therefore open (in 

the 7 adic topology), for k-1, ".. , s-1. Thus Pk + ck f is 

open, for each k and for all f>1, and so D is open (as a subset 

of R in the 3 adic topology). Since I is an ideal of R, I is closed 

and we have i fl Dc closed and non-empty in R. Thus i fl Dc is a 

complete metric space, with the induced metric. Now, setting 

2- 91\ {l, """ , s-1}, from 

OD 
ICUU (Pi + 

iEolg-1 

we have 

OD 
I fl Dc CU LJ (Pi + ci, g) 

i E, C g=1 
(by definition of D), giving 

OD 
I f1Dc -UU ((pi+cig)f1I f1Dc). 

iEC g-1 

Applying Baire's Category theorem, we can choose jE , 
C, and 

d >_ 1, such that (Pi + cj, d) ninDC is not nowhere dense in 

In Dc. Let z be an interior point of the closure of 

(Pi + c3, d) nin Dc (which is already closed) in in Dc; then 
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there is tEZ, t>1, and rER such that 

zE (I n Dc) n (r + fit) C (Pi + cj, d) nin Dc. 

Let xEIn at; then xE Pk for 1< k< s-1, since each of 

these ideals is maximal. If z+xE Pk + ck f for any 1<k< s-1 

and f>1, then zED, a contradiction. Thus 

z+xE (I n DC) (1 (r + , fit) C (Pj + cj, d) (1 I fl Dc, 

so that z+x6 (Pi + cj, d), 

and thus in zt C Pj, since zE Pj + cj, d. 

By hypothesis Iý Pj, so 3t C Pi (by 1.0.2), and since Pj is 

prime and R is semi-local we have P. s, for some maximal ideal m 

of R. By induction there are infinitely many maximal ideals of R in 

{Pi :i-1,2,.... }, contradicting the semi-locality of R. 

Therefore there is a finite subset A, of 91, such that 

00 
ICUU (pk + ck1g)I (*) 

kE. g=1 

and Pk is a maximal ideal of R, for all kE We may now 

assume that, given sE., 
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ao 
I fl ( U(Ps + cs, 

g)) 
g=1 

00 
I fl (UU (Pk + ckjg)). (1.4.2) 

kE. q g"1 

s#k 

(Otherwise we may drop all cosets of Ps and still retain a cover of 

I. ) 

Fix sE. and choose any element a in the left hand side of 1.4.2 

which is not in the right hand side. Let i-I fl (f Pk Let 

kE. 

s#k 

yEJ; then yn0 (mod Pj) for any j#s, jEA. Thus 

(mod P. ) for any f>_1 and jEA j#s. (If a+yaa$c j, f ý 

*ac jlf then aE Pj +cj, f. 
) Since a+ yEI, 

ao 
a+yEU Ps + cS9g (using (*)), 

g=1 

00 
and so y. EUPs+ (c 

s, g- 
a). 

g-1 

Hence J is covered by a countable union of cosets of Ps. 

Ps cannot contain J since Iý Ps, all the Pi are distinct 

and Pk is maximal for all ke.. Therefore, since Ps is maximal, 

it follows that P. +J=R and (Ps + J)/Ps " R/Ps. Since J is 

covered by a countable union of cosets of Ps, we have a countable 

field R/Ps. 
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Finally, if c- cs 1= cs 2= """ , then we have 

1c (Ps + (c - a)), where a is in the left hand side of 1.4.2. This 

implies that JC Ps, which cannot happen. Thus there are positive 

integers, u, v E Z, such that cs u# cs v. 
The result follows 

since s was arbitrary in 
., 

Remark. From this lemma we can obtain countable analogues of all the 

usual prime avoidance theorems; (that is, results of type (1) proved 

by Davis, Gilmer and McAdam; see Section 1.2. ) However we defer 

these until we have the main theorem of this section on "not 

necessarily prime" ideals. 

Theorem 1.4.3. Let R be a complete semi-local Noetherian ring. Let 

{Ji :i=1,2, """" } be a countable family of, not necessarily 

distinct, ideals of R, and {ci :i-1,2, """" }a countable family 

of elements of R. If I is an ideal of R such that 

00 
ICU pi + ci), 

i=i 

and any of the following conditions (a) through (f) hold, then 

(I, ck) C Jk, for some k>1. 

(a) For each k >_ 1 and for every maximal prime, P, of 

Jk' R/P is uncountable; 

(b) R/s is uncountable, for all maximal ideals, m, of R; 

(c) For each k1 and for every maximal prime, P, of 
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Jk, P0 Max-Spec(R); 

(d) For each j, k >1 such that j#k, 

{P :P is a maximal prime of Jj} fl 

{P :P is a maximal prime of Jk} _ 0; 

(e) For each J, k >1 such that j#k, 

AssR(R/J (1 AssR(R/Jk) - 0; 

(f) For each j, k >_ 1, if j#k then Jk ý Z(R/Jj). 

Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that, for each 

k>1, In (Jk + ck) # 0. Then by Lemma 1.3.3 it is enough to show 

that, for some k >_ 1, we have IC Jk. 

Assume that II Jk for any k >_ 1. Then, using Lemma 1.3.2, 

OD 
RcU (Pi + 

i-i 

where, for each k>1, Pk is a maximal prime of Jk and sk E R. 

Collecting together all like primes in the above union we have, with 

suitable renaming, 

OD 
R C. UU (Qd + td2g) (1.4.4) 

dEJt g-l - 

where each Qd is a maximal prime of some Jk, is a countable set, 

td, 
8 

E R, Vg>1, and if e#d then Qe # Qd. To be precise: 

let II - {Q E Spec(R) :3k >_ 1 such that Q- Pk}; then 11 

is denumerable, and so may be written as R= {Qd :dE %for 

some countable (possibly finite) set 9i. Let 

E_ {si ER: i =1,2, """ } be the family found above, using 

Lemma 1.3.2. Given any dE% we have a countable set 
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Ed = {t ER: 3m>i such that t- sm and Qd = Pm}, 

which may be written as {tdjg :g-1,2, """" }. (If JEdl -n< oD 

then set tdjh =%Vh>n. ) Now 
Jý 

OD OD 
U (P + Si) -UU (qd + td1g) 

i-i dERig-1 

and the Qd are all distinct, as required. 

Using Lemma 1.4.1, the cover of R given by 1.4.4 reduces to 

RCUU (qf + tf, 
g 

fE.., g-1 

where . is finite, Qf is a maximal ideal of R, R/Qf is a 

countable field and there are integers, u, v such that 

tf 
u# 

tf 
vý 

for each fEA. Since each Qf is a maximal prime of 

ik for some k>1, (a) and (c) certainly give contradictions. 

Furthermore (b) 4 (a), so (b) gives a contradiction. Given (d) then 

each set Ed = {sm} for a unique integer m. Hence, for all g>1, 

td, 
g = td'l, for every dE 01, and in particular for each dE., 

again a contradiction. Obviously (e) 4 (d). Finally, given (f), 

suppose P is a maximal prime of both Ji and Jk, where i, k >_ 1, and 

i#k. Then 

Jk cPCU (P :P is a maximal prime of Ji)- Z(R/Ji), 

a contradiction, so (f) f (d). Thus, given any of conditions (a) to 

(f), the assumption that It Jk for any k >_ 1 leads to a 

contradiction. O 

Note 1.4.5. Condition (a) is satisfied if, for some cardinal 
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> Ro, R has ß-differences outside U P. for all choices of 
i=1 

maximal ideals Pi of Ji. In fact in this case, let D be a 

CID 
ß-difference set outside U Pi. Given a, b e D, a#b, then 

i-1 

a- bPj, so that a+Pi #b+Pj, and 

JR/PEI I(D + Pj)/PSI iß>R,. Furthermore condition (b) is 

equivalent to the condition that R has an ß-difference set outside 

U in :mE Max-Spec(R)}, for some cardinal ß> ko. This follows 

from the above argument and Example 1.3.9. Therefore, in the 

presence of condition (b), we do not require R to be complete. 

Corollary 1.4.6. (cf. 1.2.2) Let R be a complete semi-local 

Noetherian ring. Let {Pi :i- 1)2,.... } be a countable family of 

distinct prime ideals of R and {ci :i- 112 ..... 
}a countable 

family of elements of R. If I is an ideal of R such that 

00 
ICU (Pi + ci), 

i-l 

then 

(I, ck) C PkI for some k >_ 1. 

Proof. See condition (d) of the theorem. 13 

Corollary 1.4.7. (cf. 1.2.3) Let R be a complete semi-local 

Noetherian ring. Let {Pi :i-1,2, """" } be a countable family 

of, not necessarily distinct, prime ideals of R and 

{ci i 1,2, """" }a countable family of elements of R. If I is 

an ideal of R such that I+ pi # R, for any i >_ 1, and 
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ao 
ICU (Pi + ci), 

i-i 

then 

(I, ck) C Pk, for some k>1. 

Proof. As in the proof of the theorem it is enough to show that 

I S; P. for some j>1. Assume first that for some j >_ 1, Pý is 

a maximal ideal of R. Then ICP. since by hypothesis I+ P1 -0 R. 

If, on the other hand, no Pj is a maximal ideal then the result 

follows from condition (c) of the theorem. 0 

1.5 Covers and sieves 

When we come to examine applications of our results we shall 

wish to refer to a property that is required in order that the 

application should work, rather than giving, for each application, 

an exhaustive list of those situations in which we know, for one 

reason or another, that the property required holds. We now define 

the most general property we require and examine its behaviour under 

various operations. Before moving on to applications we shall 

summarize our results in terms of this definition. 

Definition 1.5.1. Let C be a subset of the set of ideals of R. Let 

_ (JX). 
XEA be a family of ideals of R and 4C _ (c 

. l)xEA a family 
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of elements of R, both indexed by a set A. The ordered pair ( 
,ý) 

is a cover of C if for any ideal IE2, 

ICU (JA + cA) (I, c CJ for some µEA. 
AEA 

If £- {finitely generated ideals of R} we shall refer to a 

cover of .C as a cover. If (1 (t ) is a cover of 2 for every 

family (C - (c 
X), XEAI then we shall say that 3 is a cover of 2 

If, for all µEA, cµ= c for some fixed cER, then we shall 

say that ( 
, 

{c)) is a cover of C. Note that we allow Jµ - JA 

when µ#A, µ, a E A. 

For example suppose we are given a set A, a family 

,3s (PA)AEA of prime ideals and a family (t - (cA)AEA of 

elements of R, both families indexed by A. If for any prime ideal Q 

of R, QSU (P1 + c1) implies (Q, cµ) C Pfor some pEA, 

lEA 

then ( QC ) is a cover of Spec(R). 

We remark that the definition could be formulated in terms of 

subsets of {ideals of R} x {elements of R}. The introduction of 

the set A and the associated indexing is notationally convenient and 

gives compati4 ity with the format of results. However the object 

defined does not depend on A and therefore there is no reference to 

A in the expression "(a C) is a cover". 

Definition 1.5.2. Let DR and ,C be subsets of the set of ideals of 

R. For each JE0, let 91 
1 be a subset of R and set 
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xa {'J}JE X* Let a be a cardinal and Aa set of cardinality a. 

(M, X ) is an a-sieve for 2 if the following condition is 

satisfied: given any family 'I - (JA)AEA of elements of 93i, 

indexed by A, and any family ¬- (cX)AEA of elements of R, 

indexed by A, such that, for each µEA, cµ E 21J 
, then (a 

,() 
µ 

is a cover of £. 

If 2- {finitely generated ideals of R} we shall refer to 

an a-sieve for ,C as an a-sieve. If, for some fixed subset Y of R, 

2[J -Y for all JE MI, then we shall say that (0, Y) is an 

a-sieve for C. If (fl, R) is an a-sieve for C then we shall say 

that WI is an a-sieve for ,ý. Note that if (W1, X) is an a-sieve 

for . 
L' 

, 
s7t is any subset of WI and j {? 1J JE ýi }, then 

(sJi 
, 
2j) is also an a-sieve for ,ý. 

Let us consider some particular cases of this definition. Let 

A be a set, let A- {(PA)AEA : Pµ E Spec(R) VpE A} and let 

Bý {(cA)AEA : cµ ERVµE A} (where we use (xA)AEA to denote a 

family-of elements of a set indexed by A). Let C- {finitely 

generated ideals of R}. Suppose that, for any (PX)AEA in A, any 

(cA)AEA in B and any IE the following condition is 

satisfied: 

(i) ICU (PA + cA) 4 (I, cµ) C. Pµ, for some µEA. 
AEA 

Then Spec(R) is an a-sieve for ,ý. In this case it is also true 

that, for any fixed ceR, (Spec(R), {c}) is an a-sieve for ,ý. 
Now, for each PE Spec(R), choose cP ER and set 
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I_ {{cp} :PE 

any IE the 

(ii) Ic 

Then (Spec(R), X 

c= cP for all P 

(Spec(R), {c}) is 

Spec(R)}. Suppose that, for any (PA)AEA EA and 

following condition is satisfied: 

U (Pk + cP ) .4 (I, cP )C Pµ, for some µEA. 
AEA 

is an a-sieve for ,C. If, for some fixed cER, 

E Spec(R) then, if condition (ii) holds, 

an a-sieve for C. 

The first of these two definitions is easy to work with, and 

is compatible with the results of previous sections. The second, 

while unpleasant, is the most general version of what is required in 

applications. 

We now examine the behaviour of covers and sieves under 

localisation and epimorphisms. We consider first localisation of 

covers. We require a preliminary lemma which is a generalisation of 

Lemma 1.3.1. If S is a multiplicatively closed subset of ft and X is 

a subset of S-1R then the contraction of X to R is denoted x nS R. 

Futhermore, when no ambiguity arises, we will use x to denote both 

an element of R and its image x/1 in S-1R. 

Le ma 1.5.3. Let R be a ring, I an ideal of R and Sa 

multiplicatively closed subset of R. Then for any x, y E it, 

(S lI 
+x :S 1R Y) nS R- ((S-l1 nS R) :R Y) + 

for any qE ((S Ii ns R) +x :R Y). 

If furthermore yES, then 
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(S-1I +x : 
S_1R 

y) nS R= (S-'I nS R) +q for q defined as above. 

Proof. Let aE (S-11 +x :S 1R y) nS R, where x, y E It. Then 

ay -xe S-lI nS R, and so 

aE ((S-lI nS R) +x :R Y), 

so that aE ((s-'i nS R) :R y) + q, 

for any qE ((S- lI nS R) +x :R y) (by Lemma 1.3.1). 

35 

Conversely if b6 ((S- lI nS R) :R y) +q for any q as given above, 

then 

bE ((S lI fls R) +x :R y), 

(Lemma 1.3.1 again), 

and so by E (S- lI nS R) + x, 

giving by ES1I+x, in S IR, 

so that be (S- II +x : 
S_1R 

y) nS R, 

giving the first part of the lemma. 

Now suppose that yES. By the argument above we have, 

(S-1 I+x : 
S-1R 

Y) nS R- ((s Ii nS R) :R Y) + q, 

and the second assertion of the lemma follows if it can be shown 
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that 

((S lI ns R) :R y) -s -'i nS R. 

From the first part of the lemma 

((S-11 nS R) :R Y) - (S-lI :S 
-1 R 

y) nS R. 

As y is a unit in S-1R we have (S-11 : 
-1 

y) - S-1I, giving the 
SR 

required equality. 0 

Theorem 1.5.4. Let A be a ring, Sa multiplicatively closed subset 

of R and 2a subset of the set of ideals of R. Let IF _ (JA 
AEA 

be a family of ideals of R indexed by a set A. Suppose that S and 

I satisfy the following condition: 

if AEA then there is µEA such that, 

3-lix nS R- Jµ. (1.5.5) 

Let 9_ {A EA: S IJA ns R= Jj}, Fj = (Jk)jEf, 

5-19) _ {S-IJA :AE %} and S-12 - {S-1I :IEC}. Then 

(1) if I is a cover of C then S -l. %) is a cover of S1 ,C; 

(2) if C- (cX), 
XE! p is a family of elements of R indexed 

by f such that (, g ,e) is a cover of £, then 
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(S-1,5 
, (t 

) is a cover of S-12 , where (t is regarded 

as (cA/1)AEW in S 1R. 

Proof. We prove (1) first. Let (zX). 
E'P 

be a family of elements of 

S-1R, and for each AEW suppose that zX - dA/tA, where 

d1, t1 ER and tAES. Given IE2 such that 

S-1 IcU (S-, JI+ zA), 

AEW 

we wish to show that (S-II, zµ) CS 
1Jµ for some µEW. 

Suppose xEI; then 

x/1 E S-li 5U (S-1Jx + ZA), 

AEW 

so x/1 E S-1Jµ + dµ/tµ, for some pE it. Thus 

xtµ/1 ES 
1Jµ 

+ dµ/1, and so 

x/1 E (S-1Jµ + dµ/1 :S 1R tµ/1), 

so that xE (S-1J 
µ+dµ: S-1R 

tµ) fl S R, 

hence x6 (S-1 i nS R) + qµ, 

for ovt qE( (S-, j 
µ 

nS R) + dµ : tµ), by Lemma 1.5.3. 
ft 

For each iEW fix qs E ((3-1JT nS R) + dT : tT); then 
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IcU (S-'JA ns R) + qX -U JI + qk, 
AE% AE% 

by definition of W. We define a map p :A -- ºW as follows: for 

pE A\* choose µE% such that J- S-1Jp nS R and set 

(P(p) - µ; for tE 'P set q) (t) - i. Note that if pEA then 

S-1 ip =S 
'Jq)(p). We may now write 

ICU JA + qj, 

AEA 

where, for all µEA, qµ = qq(µ). By the hypothesis of (1), 

I for some vEA, 

so that S lI CS -1 1 iv - S-iJ(P(v), for some vEA. 

Since we have, by Lemma 1.3.3,1 n (J. + qv) # 0. 

Let ieIn (Jv + q, ) and write µ- m(v); then 

itµ E JV + q'tµ. 

Now µE IP, q; - qµ, qE ((S-IJµ nS R) +d: 
Rt 

and 

S-1JV -S 
1J(P(v) 

-SJµ. Therefore we have, in S 'R, 

it 
IL 

E S-1Jý + S-1 Jµ+d- S'1Jµ + dµ. 

Hence 

i- (itµ)(1/tµ) E 8-1Jµ + zµ. 

Thus S-11 C 8-1Jµ and 8-lI n (S-1Jµ + zµ) # O. By Lemma 1.3.3 
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(S II, 
zµ) C S-IJµ, 

and this proves (1), since µEW. 

For (2) we can follow the same argument replacing each to by 

1, and dI by cI throughout. Then 

ICU (S-1JZ ns R) + cA U (Jý + eZ)ý 

AEW AE% 

and the result follows using the hypothesis of (2). 0 

Corollary 1.5.6. Let R be a ring, Sa multiplicatively closed subset 

of R and Ca subset of the set of ideals of R. Let I- (P 
X), XEA 

be a family of prime ideals of R and it - (cX). 
XEA be a family of 

elements of R, both families indexed by a set A. Let 

31_ {S-1PA :AE A}. If (, 
, 
e: ), or 11 , is a cover of 2, 

then, with the notation of the theorem, (S 1', C ), or S-1 ; ly 
, 

respectively, is a cover of 8-1, ý 
. 13 

Corollary 1.5.7. Let R be a ring, Sa multiplicatively closed subset 

of R, £a subset of the set of ideals of R and aa cardinal. Let 

Ii = {I I is an ideal of R; in3=?, and suppose that Wi is 
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an a-sieve for 2. Then {ideals of S-1R} is an a-sieve for S-1z . 

Proof. Let A be a set of cardinality a, and (aX), 
XEA a family of 

ideals of S 1R indexed by A. If aµ - S-1R for some µEA, then 

(aX)XEA is certainly a cover, so we assume that aµ # S-1R for any 

IL E A. For each µEA set Jµ= aµ nS R. Then Jµ ns-0, and 

S1 Jµ =S 
1(a 

µ 
(1 S R) =aµ' so S-iJ 

µ 
flS R=aµ (1 SR=Jµ' for all 

µEA. Thus (JX)IEA satisfies condition (1.5.5) and in the 

notation of Theorem 1.5.4 we have A-W. By hypothesis (Jk)XEA 

is a cover of 2, so by Theorem 1.5.4, (S-'JA)AEA s (aA)AEA is a 

cover of S -1 P. 
. The result follows. 0 

Using Theorem 1.5.4 we can extend the results of Section 1.4. 

Corollary 1.5.8 Let A be a ring and suppose that A- S-1R, where R 

is a complete semi-local Noetherian ring and S is a multiplicatively 

closed subset of R. Let A be a set of cardinality 
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R0 and let (J 
X), XEA be a family of (not necessarily distinct) 

ideals of A. Suppose that one of the following conditions is 

satisfied: 

either the family (JIk nS R) XEA of ideals of R satisfies one 

of conditions (a), (c), (d), (e) or (f) of 

Theorem 1.4.3, 

or R satisfies condition (b) of Theorem 1.4.3. 

Let (dA)AEA be a family of elements of A and a an ideal of A such 

that 

aC U (J+dA); 

AEA 

then (a, dµ) C Jµ for some µEA. 

Proof. By hypothesis 3- (J, nS ft)IEA is a cover for 

,C- 
(ideals of R). For any µ6A we have 

Jµ nS R-3 1(Jµ ns R) nS R, and so 3 satisfies (1.5.5). With the 

notation of the theorem we have in this case 0 A, and so, from 

(1) of the theorem, S-117 - (JX), 
XEA 

is a cover for 

S-1C _ (ideals of S-1R). p 
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In the ring A above the family of ideals (JA)AEA yy not 

says h cmWhon Cc) 4 Theovvv t. 4.3 eiert, when khL fvLj (R), 010¢5. 

Furthermore A is not necessarily complete or even semi-local. 

Suppose we perform the same operation in the situation studied 

in Section 1.3, in the hope of finding more covers. That is, let R 

be a ring, Aa set such that IAI -a for some fixed cardinal a and 

Ity a (JA)AEA a family of ideals of R, indexed by A. Assume, for any 

choice pµ of a maximal prime of Jµ, for every µ6A, that R has a 

p-difference set outside U pA where > o, ßE Card. Assume 

AEA 

further that we have a multiplicatively closed subset S of R, such 

that R, 1' and S satisfy condition (1.5.5) of Theorem 1.5.4. Let T, 

S and S-115 be defined as in Theorem 1.5.4. For each µE ID 

choose a maximal prime Qµ of S 1Jµ 
and let Pµ = Qµ flS R. Let 

xE Pµ. Then x/1 E Qµ and Qµ is, by definition, contained in the 

zero divisors of S1 R/S-1Jµ. Thus there is r/t E S-1R\S-1Jµ such 

that xr/t e S-1 Jµ, where r, t ER and tES. Therefore 
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xru E Jµ for some ueS. If ru e Jµ then r/t 6 S-IJA, a 

contradiction. Thus XE (Jµ : ru) c Z(R/Jµ). Hence P11 C Z(R/J 

and Pµcan be expanded to a maximal prime pµ of J. If we choose for 

pE A\* any maximal prime pp of Jp, then by hypothesis R has a 

ß-difference set, D say, outside U PA' which is certainly 

AEA 

outside U PA. Let a and b be distinct elements of D; then 

AED 

a/i - b/i cannot be in S-1Pµ, for any µEW, since by 

construction sn Pµ = 0. Therefore a/1 - b/1 can certainly not 

be zero, and {d/1 :dE D} is a ß-difference set outside 

U S-1 PA U QA. We have the same situation after performing the 

AEf AEw 

localisation as before. Therefore no new situations have been found 

in which covers exist. 

Covers also behave well under epimorphisms. For the remainder 

of this section, if R is a ring and a is an ideal of R, and if 

Y9R, then we let Y-Y+ a/a, and if yER we let 

y+a/a. 
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Theorem 1.5.9. Let R be a ring, a an ideal of R and 2a subset of 

the set of ideals of R. Let 1' - (JA)AEA be a family of ideals of 

R indexed by a set A. Assume that 1' and a satisfy the following 

condition: 

for all pEA, there is µEA such that 

Jµ Jp + a. (1.5.10) 

Let W_ {A EA: J., a), 15 - (JA 
AEIP' 

(Jk). 
kE*' and 

- {I :16C}. Then 

(1) if 'I is a cover of Z then 5 is a cover of B; 

(2) if C- (cA)AEW is a family of elements of R indexed 

by W such that (S5 Q) is a cover of ,C, then (, QT) 

is a cover of Z, where it - (cA)AEW. 

Proof. Let IE2 and (cA)AEW be a family of elements of R 

indexed by 'P such that 

ICU (J1 + cA); 

AEW 

then ICI+aCU (J + a)+ (cI + a), 

AE% 
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so ICU (JA + cA) (by definition of W), (*) 

AEW 

from which (2) follows immediately. 

For each pE AKW we may choose tp E to such that 

JT = Jp + a. Then we have, from (*), 
P 

Iqu (Jý + dA), 

AEA 

where, for µE to dµ = cµ and, for pE A\%, we set dp - cT 
p 

Then, given the hypothesis of (1), 

(I, dv) C JvI 

for some vEA. Write zv =µEf so that J" Jv +a and 

c- dý. Then 

(1, Eµ) - (I, dv) c it, =i 

for some µEW. 13 

45 

Corollary 1.5.11. Let R be a ring, a an ideal of R and ,Ca subset 

of the set of ideals of R. Let a- (JA)AEA be a family of ideals 

of R and (C - (cX), 
XEA be a family of elements of R, both families 

indexed by a set A. Assume that the following properties are 
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satisfied: 

is a cover of, C; 

(ii)aC. Jµ for all µEA. 

Let 1- (JX)AEA and it - (cz)AEA. Then (', Q-t) is a cover of P,. a 

Corollary 1.5.12. Let R be a ring, a an ideal of R, aa cardinal, 9Y1 

the set of all ideals of R and 2a subset of M. For each JE fit, 

let QI J be a subset of R and set X- Let %- {ideals 

of R/a} and for each nE 91 define 

21 
a -{c . cE25 ; JEMt; J2a; 1 -a}. Set "{2ta}ate. 

If ('Wt, X ) is an a-sieve for C, then (Y,? ) is an a-sieve for 

B. 

Proof. Let A be a set of cardinality a. Let (nX)AEA be a family of 

elements of % and (cX). 
kEA a family of elements of R such that, 

for each µEA, cµ E ýn 
. For each µEA, let J be the unique 

µ 

element of M such that Ja and Jµ - nµ, and choose 

cµ E QJ ,a representative of Eµ. Set - (JA)AEA and set 
µ 
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(cA), XEA. Then, since (M, X ) is an a-sieve for 2, (' C) 

is a cover of 2. Using Corollary 1.5.11 (, Q is a cover of Z 

and, since 3_ (nX). 
kEA and t- (cA)AEA, the result follows. 

Notes 1.5.13. In the situation of the hypothesis or conclusion of 

the last corollary the ideal (1) is included in the set of ideals 

which have the a-sieving property. 

1.5.14. Again, performing this operation in the situation of Section 

1.3 gives no new information. Let R be a ring, Aa set such that 

JAI - a, for some fixed cardinal a, and - (JA)AEA a family of 

ideals of R. Assume, for any choice PP of a maximal prime of Jµ, for 

every µEA, that R has a ß-difference set outside U PA, where 

AEA 

is an infinite cardinal such that ß>a. Assume further that we 

have an ideal a of R such that .1 and a satisfy (1.5.10) of 

Theorem 1.5.9. Let IV be the set defined in that theorem and let Q 

be any choice of maximal prime for J as µ ranges over W. Then 

Qµ = Pµ for some maximal prime, Pµ, of Jµ, and R has a ß-difference 

set, D say, outside U PA. If a and b are distinct elements of D 

AEW 

such that ä-be Pµ, for some µEW, then 

a-be (Pµ + a) - Pµ, since µE9. This contradiction implies 

that ä-0 Pµ _ Qµ, for any µE1, and a fortiori a-b#0. 

Therefore the image of D in R/a is a ß-difference set outside 

U QA. We have returned to the original situation. 

AEW 
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1.5.15. This time the operation is also trivial in the situation of 

Section 1.4. If R is a complete semi-local Noetherian ring it 

follows, from Section 1.4 and [ZS2], Chapter VIII Section 2 

Theorem 6, that R/a is also a complete semi-local Noetherian ring. 

Suppose we are given a countable family {Ji :i-1,2, .... } of 

ideals of R and an ideal a such that aC Jj for all j>1. Then 

(a) JR/P1 > X21 if and only if JR/PI > ill, for any maximal 

prime, P, of any J 

(b) IR/_I > Hl if and only if JR/al >- Rl, for any maximal 

ideal, m, of R containing a; 

(c) P is non-maximal if and only if P is non-maximal for 

any maximal prime, P, of any Jj; 

(d) P is a maximal prime of Jj if and only if P is a 

maximal prime of Jj, for any j 1; 

(e) AssR(R/Jj) - {P :PE AssR(R/Jj)}, since Jj a, for 

all j>1; 

(f) Z(R/Jj) - Z(R/J ) since J a for all j>1. j j 

Therefore no new types of cover arise as a result of lifting 

back to a ring R in which a condition of Theorem 1.4.3 holds (cf. 

Corollary 1.5.8). 
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1.6 Examples of ac-sieves 

Here we collect the results of previous sections and express 

them in terms of the definition of an a-sieve in Section 1.5. The 

plan, in what follows, is to give the most general conditions under 

which sieves are found, and then to narrow attention onto particular 

instances of these conditions. For the duration of this section let 

R be a ring, fit and 2 subsets of the set of ideals of R and let a 

and ß be cardinals such that a<3. For each JE Jt, let 21 1 be a 

subset of R and set X_ {2LJ}J 
. In the following examples Ti, 

2, a, ß and X may be assumed to be arbitrary unless they are 

explicitly defined. First, for ease or reference, we reformulate 

Theorem 1.3.5 in terms of an a-sieve. 

1.6.1. Let 2- {finitely generated ideals of R} and consider the 

following condition on Mt: given a set A of cardinality a and any 

family (JA)AEA of elements of WI, indexed by A, R has 
tkL q* 

ß-differences outside4every family (PA)AEA such that Pµ is a 

maximal prime of J for each µEA. If Mt satisfies this 

condition it is clear, in the light of Theorem 1.3.5, that D3 is an 

a-sieve for ,C. In particular, Tt satisfies this condition when 

0 and 

(i) R is described by Example 1.3.6 and Wc {proper 

ideals of R}, or 

(ii) R is described as in Example 1.3.7 and 

RC {J an ideal of R: Z(R/J) g XR}, or 

(iii) R and 1 
1, """ ilr are described by Example 1.3.8 and 
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r 
C {J an ideal of R: Z(R/J) CU Ii}, or 

i-i 

(iv) R is described in Example 1.3.9 and fiT C {proper 

ideals of R}. 

1.6.2. fiT is an a-sieve for Z whenever one of the following 

conditions (1) to (4) holds: 

(1) R contains a ß-difference set outside U Z(R/J) and 
J EM 

,ýC 
{finitely generated ideals of R}; this is a 

particular case of 1.6.1 which in fact covers items 

(i) to (iv) of 1.6.1; 

(2) R is a complete semi-local Noetherian ring, 2 is 

arbitrary, a- Not and Wt is such that any family 

(JX), 
XEA of elements of 0, indexed by a set A of 

cardinality a, satisfies one of conditions (a), (c), 

(d), (e) or (f) of Theorem 1.4.3; (note that condition 

(b) is covered in 1.6.1 (iv) above, as shown by 

Note 1.4.5; ) 

(3) a is finite and W is such that any family (Jx)AEA 

of elements of Wt, indexed by a set A of cardinality 

a, satisfies one of conditions (a), (c), (d) or (') of 

Theorem 1.2.4; 

(4) a is finite, and R satisfies condition (b) of 

Theorem 1.2.4. 

1.6.3. If 9J is such that for any J E i, 

{maximal primes of j) fl Max-Spec(R) - 0, 
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then Tt is an a-sieve for C whenever one of the following 

conditions (1) to (3) holds: 

(1) we have any of Examples 1.6.1 or 1.6.2; 

(2) R is a complete semi-local Noetherian ring and a0 

(by Theorem 1.4.3 (c)); 

(3) a is finite (by Theorem 1.2.4 (c)). 

1.6.4. If 972 has the property that for two distinct elements J1 and 

J2 of 93t, the set of maximal primes of J1 does not meet the set of 

maximal primes of J2, then 0 is an a-sieve for 2 whenever one of 

the following conditions (1) to (3) holds: 

(1) we have any of Examples 1.6.1 or 1.6.2; 

(2) R is a complete semi-local Noetherian ring and a- No 

(by Theorem 1.4.3 (d)); - 

(3) a is finite (by Theorem 1.2.4 (d)). 

1.6.5. If MS Spec(R) and Q1p has exactly one element for every 

PEt, then (0, X) is an a-sieve for C whenever one of the 

following conditions (1) to (3) holds: 

(1) we have any of Examples 1.6.1 or 1.6.2; 

(2) R is a complete semi-local Noetherian ring and a- K0 

(by Corollary 1.4.6); 

(3) o is finite (this follows from Theorem 1.2.4 ([McA), 

Corollary 2)). 

1.6.6. Suppose that Mt C Spec(R) and, for any PEt and IE 

I+P#R. Then is an a-sieve for C whenever one of the 
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following conditions (1) to (3) holds: 

(1) we have any of Examples 1.6.1 or 1.6.2; 

(2) R is a complete semi-local Noetherian ring and a K0 

(by Corollary 1.4.7); 

(3) a is finite (this follows Theorem 1.2.4 ([McA], 

Corollary 3)). 

1.6.7. If X72 C Spec(R) then (Wt, X ) is an a-sieve for 

whenever one of the following conditions (1) to (3) holds: 

(1) we have any of Examples 1.6.1 or 1.6.2; 

(2) R is the ring of Example 1.3.7, CC {finitely 
JoraU. P in 01, 

generated ideals of R} and, A 'P S XR; this follows 

from Example 1.6.1 (ii); 

(3) R and I1, """ , Ir are described in Example 1.3.8, 

,Cc 
{finitely generated ideals of R} and, for a1L 1) 

r 
gU Ii; this follows from Example 1.6.1 (iii). 

i-1 

1.6.8. Let A be a ring and let 
.- 

{ideals of A). Let R, 0, X 

and a be described as in any of Examples 1.6.2 (2), 1.6.3 (2) or 

1.6.4 (2). Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R such that 

A- S-1R and let Y 9A such that n ns REM for all nEy. 

Then it follows, from Corollary 1.5.8, that 9'i is an a-sieve for 
.. 
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In practice we most often require the sieves of example 1.6.5. 

1.7 Sieves and prime avoidance 

Corollary 1.7.1. (cf. Theorem 1.2.5; Theorem 1.2.6) Let R be a ring, 

VR and 2 subsets of the set of ideals of R and aa cardinal. Assume 

that for any xeR, (3 
, 
{x}) is an a-sieve for 2. Let I be an 

element of C, let A be a set such that JA) -a and let (J 
X), XEA 

be a family of elements of, indexed by A. Let c be an element of 

R such that 

I+ccU JA. 

AEA 

Then 

(I, c) CJ for some µEA. µ 

Proof. Let aEI. Then 

a+ cEJ for some µEA, 

so aEJ+ (-c) for some µEA, 

hence ICU pI + (-c)), 

AEA 

and (I, c) - (I, (-c)) C Jµ for some µE Al 

since (DR, {-c}) is, by hypothesis, an a-sieve for., 
.p 
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Remark. 1.7.2. All the examples of Section 1.6 meet the hypotheses 

of this corollary. In particular with R, 2, fit and a as in 

1.6.5 (2), we have Theorem 1.2.5. Again with R, 2, Mt, a and ß as 

in 1.6.1, c-0 and a- N0, we have Theorem 1.2.6. Note that, in 

Example 1.6.5, fit C Spec(R); hence "prime" appears in the heading of 

this section. 

Corollary 1.7.3. (cf. 1.2.1; [ShV. ], Corollary (2.3)) Let R be a 

ring, Wt and 2 subsets of the set of ideals of R and aa cardinal. 

Assume that for any x6 It, (92, {x)) is an a-sieve for 2. Let I 

be an element of C, let A be a set such that JAI -a and let 

(iX)IEA be a family of elements of indexed by A. Let c be an 

element of R such that (I, c) U JA. Then there exists aEI 

AEA 

such that a+c#UJ 
AEA 

Proof. Suppose that, for all aEI, a+cEUJ. X. Then for each 
lEA 

aEI there is µ6A such that a+cE Jµ, so aE Jµ +(-c). 

Thus we have 

ICU (i 
Ix 

+ (-c)), 

AEA 

and so, using the a-sieving property, (I, c) C Jµ, for some p6A, 

a contradiction. 13 
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Remark. 1.7.4. Again all the examples of Section 1.6 meet the 

hypotheses of this corollary. 

1.8 Sieves and zero divisors 

The aim here is to prove an analogue of [Rap] Theorem 82 for 

modules which are not necessarily finitely generated. If a module M 

can be generated by a set of cardinality a we say that M is 

a-generated. We begin by generalising [ShVa] Lemma (3.2) to give: 

Lemma I. S. I. Let R be a Noetherian ring 14and 
Ma a-generated 

R-module. Then 

(i) every R-homomorphic image of M is a-generated; 

(ii) every R-submodule of M is a-generated; 

(iii) AssR(N) has cardinality at most a whenever N is a 

homomorphic image or a submodule of M. 

Proof. Let (x 
X). kEA be a generating set for M, where A is some well 

ordered set such that JAI - a. Then (i) is obvious. For (ii) and 

(iii) we use trans-finite induction on ord(a) - T. Let < be the 

ordering in Ord, then we may write, in an obvious notation, 

(xX), XEA - 
(xo)Q<t. We may safely assume that at > k0, Suppose that 

aE Ord, a<r. Then define M-E Rx that is 
Q P<a p, 

n 
MQ -{E rixp ri E R; pi <Q; nE N). For the proof of (ii), 

i21 i 
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let N be a submodule of M and set Na = Ma n N. If T is a limit 

ordinal, then TUa and so N=U Na (since if a<T the 
a<T a<T 

successor of a is less than t). By the inductive hypothesis, if 

a<T then Na is generated by at most lot elements (as it is a 

submodule of Ma). Thus N is generated by at most E Jai - ITI =a 
a<T 

elements. 

If on the other hand t=a+1 for some aE Ord, then 

N/Na = N/(N f1 MQ) - (N + MQ)/MQ C M/Mo = (M0 + Rxa)/Ma (since 

v< r4 (v <a or v- a)). 

Now (Ma + Rxa)/Ma is finitely generated (by the image of xa in 

M/Ma) over R, so that, as R is Noetherian, N/Na is also finitely 

generated, by xl, """' r' say, over it. Choose representatives xi of 

zi, in N, for i 1, """, r. Then 

r 
N-E Rxi+NQ, 

i=1 

and since Na C M. and a<T, N is generated by at most 

jai +r= jai - ItI -a elements, as required. 

To prove (iii) it suffices, in the light of (i) and (ii), to 

show that jAssR(M)l < a. Let PE AssR(M); then P- AnnR(x) for 

some xeM. If i is a limit ordinal then M-U Mai so that 
v<t 

xE Kp for some p<t and PE AssR(M ). Conversely, if 

PE AssR(Mp), for some p<t, then P- AnnR(x) for some 
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xE NP C M, so PE AssR(M). Thus, when T is a limit ordinal, 

AssR(M) =U AssR(Ma). By the inductive assumption, 
o<i 

I Ass R(Mcr)I < IQI, for Q<t, so 

ýAssR(M)I _IU AssR(Mc)1 <E lAsSR ()(a)1 <EI aI . ý, 
Q<T Q<T Q<T 

On the other hand if t=a+1 for some aE Ord, we have 

an exact sequence of R-modules, 

0-4 M, -4 M-4 M/MQ-i 0, 

so that AssR(M) C AssR(MQ) U AssR(M/Ma) ([Matt] Theorem 6.3). As 

in the proof of (ii) (with M instead of N) M/Ma is a finitely 

generated R-module so AssR(M/Ma) is finite. By the inductive 

assumption jAssR(Ma)l < IQI, so 

IAssR()()1 < IAssR(M)I + jAssR(M/Ma)1 < max{R6, IAssR(MQ)I} < IaI 

NI-a. 13 

We can now generalise [Kap] Theorem 82. 

Theorem 1.8.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring, M an o-generated R-module 

and I an ideal of R such that IC Z(M). If (AssR(M), {0}) is an 

a-sieve then there is a non zero element meM such that Im - 0. 
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Proof. IC Z(M) 4ICU {P E AssR(M) :P is maximal in AssR(M)}, 

which is a union of primes from a set of cardinality at most a, by 

Lemma 1.8.1. The result follows. 0 

Note: Any of the examples of Section 1.6 fulfil the requirements of 

this theorem as long as R is Noetherian and AssR(M) C WI, where M2 

is defined in the example in question. In particular AssR(M) C Mt 

in 1.6.5. 

1.9 Sieves and regular sequences 

In this section we shall make use of the definitions and basic 

properties of regular sequences that are given in [Matt], chapter 6, 

Section 16. In particular we use the property that if M is a module 

over a Noetherian ring R, and I is any ideal of R such that IM # M, 

then any M-sequence in I can be extended to a maximal M-sequence in 

I. In each of the results of this section the examples of 1.6 meet 

the a-sieving requirements whenever Spec(R) C 0. This is always 

true for 1.6.4 and 1.6.5, and does not exclude 1.6.1,1.6.2 or 

1.6.8. 

Theorem 1.9.1. (cf. [Bap], Theorem 121) Let R be a Noetherian ring, 

M an a-generated R-module and I an ideal of R such that IM # M. 

Suppose that (Spec(R), {O}) is an a-sieve. Then all maximal 

M-sequences in I have the same length, namely 
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inf{n EZ: Extra (R/I, M) # 0). 

Proof. We show first that, given any M-sequence in I of length n, 

ExtR (R/I, M) -0 for all i<n. Let xl, """, xn be an M-sequence 

in I. Set Mj M/(x1,. xj)M for 1<j<n. Then x1 # Z(M) and 

the following sequence is exact; 

0 )M XI M --+ Ml --º 0. 

Therefore we have a long exact sequence 

"" "--+ ExtR (R/I, M) xý--º ExtR (R/I, M) -º ExtR (R/I, M1) ----º "", 

where i ranges over N. We make the inductive assumption that, when 

n>1, given any a-generated R-module N and an N-sequence in I of 

length n-1, then ExtR (R/I, N) =0 for all j<n-1. Since 

x2, """, xn is an M1-sequence we have from the inductive hypothesis 

that ExtR 
2 (R/I, M1) 0. Thus 

0 --ý ExtR n-1 (R/l, M) -1 ExtR 1(R/I, M), (s) 

is exact. Note that (*) is 

annihilates R/I, xl acts 

so, from exactness of (*), 

Now suppose that x1 

1 <i<n and set k-n 

also exact when n-1. Since xI 

as the zero endomorphism on ExtR (R/I, ) 

ExtÄ(R/I, M) - 0. 

,.. ", xn is a maximal M-sequence in I. Let 

-i+1. Consider the short exact 

sequence 
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0 ---ý n- i 
ý'ý Mn- i 

HomR(R/I, ) induces a long exact sequence of Ext's, and in 

particular, 

ExtR 1(R/I, Mn-i) ---' ExtR 1(R/I, Mk) 

ExtR (R/I, Mn-i) ý4 ExtR (R/I, Mn-i) 

is exact. Since xk, """, xn is an M_1-sequence of length i, by 

the argument above ExtR 1(R/I, 
Mn-i) - 0. Again xk annihilates R/I 

so acts as the zero endomorphism, and so we have 

ExtR 1(R/I, Mn-i+l) N ExtR (R/I, Mn_i) for 1<i<n. Therefore 

HomR(R/I, Mn) N Extn (R/I, M). (**) 

Now I S; Z(Mn) so, using Lemma 1.8.1 (i) and Theorem 1.8.2, there 

is a non-zero element me Mn such that Im - 0. This gives us a 

non-zero map R/I Mn 
.1Hm. Then (**) implies 

ExtR (R/I, M) # 0. Since ExtR (R/I, M) is independent of the choice 

of maximal M-sequence in I, the result follows. 13 

For a module M over a ring R, with an ideal I, we define 

depth(I, M) to be inf{n EZ: Extra (R/I, M) # 0}, if this exists, 

and w otherwise. 

Lena 1.9.2. (cf. [Hap], Theorem 122) Let R be a Noetherian ring, M 

an a-generated R-module and I an ideal of R such that AM #M for 

any maximal ideal_a of R containing I. Suppose that (Spec(R), {0}) 
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is an a-sieve. Then there is a prime ideal P of R containing I such 

that depth(I, M) = depth(P, M). 

Proof. Let xi, """, xk 

i- (xi, """, xk). Then 

PE AssR(M/JM), using 

Thus P C. Z(M/JM) and 

M-sequence in P. Since 

be a maximal M-sequence in I and set 

IC Z(M/JM), so we have ICP for some 

Lemma 1.8.1 (iii) and the a-sieving property. 

so if PM # M, xl, """, xk is a maximal 

PCa for some maximal ideal   of R which 

necessarily contains I, we have PM C mM #M as required. o 

Theorem 1.9.3. (cf. [Kap], Theorem 125) Let R be a Noetherian ring, 

M an a-generated R-module and I an ideal of R generated by k 

elements, xll..., xk, such that IM # M. Assume that 

(Spec(R), {x}) is an a-sieve for all xER. Then 

(i) depth(I, M) < k, and 

(ii) if depth(I, M) -k then I can be generated by k 

elements forming an M-sequence. 

Proof. Note first that, from Theorem 1.9.1, depth(I, M) is finite, 

and equal to the length of any maximal M-sequence in I. Suppose 

depth(I, M) 
_> 

k. Let i be such that 0<i<k and assume 

inductively that we have found elements 

yi , xl + h12x2 + ................. + hikxk, 

Y2 s x2 + h23x3 + ......... + h2kxk, 

y. = xi + ... +hx 11 ik k' 
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where y1,..., yi is an M-sequence. This is true if 

i 0. Set Mi M/(y1,. ""2yi)M. As i< depth (I, M), we have 

I Z(M1). Assume (xi+1, """, xk) C Z(Mi) and let z be any element 

of I. Using the above expressions for y1, """, yi, write 

z- alxl + """ akxk 

- alyl + b2y2 + ... +biyi + bi+lxi+l + ". " + bkxk, 

where ar, bs E R, for 1< r< k and 2SsSk. Since 

(xi+l,. "", xk) C Z(Mi) there is some non-zero element mE Mi such 

that 

(bi+1xi+1 + ... + bkxk)m -0 

(Lemma 1.8.1 and Theorem 1.8.2). As (yl, """, yi) annihilates Bi 

this implies that zm - 0, and therefore I Z(Mi), a 

contradiction. Thus, 

(xi+l,..., xk) = (xi+1, (xi+2,..., xk)) t Z(Ki)' 

and using Lemma 1.8.1 (iii), the a-sieving property and 

Corollary 1.7.3, there is an element wE (xi+2, """, xk) such that 

xi+l +wf Z(Bi). Set yi+l - xi+l + w. Then yi+l is of the 

required form and yl, """, yi, yi+l is an M-sequence. By induction we 

have elements 

yj = xj + hjºj+lxj+l + ... + hjskxk, 

for 1<j<k, such that y1'"""1yk is an M-sequence. By 

construction then, I- (yl, """Iyk)l no that yl, """, yk is a 

maximal M-sequence in I, and depth(I, M) - k. The result follows. 0 

Theorem 1.9.4. (cf. [gap], Theorem 127) Let R be a Noetherian ring, 

M an a-generated R-module and I an ideal of R. Suppose that x is an 
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element of R such that (I, x)M # M. Set J- (I, x) and assume that 

aM is closed in the J-topology of M, for every ideal a, of R, 

contained in I. Assume further that (Spec(R), {r}) is an a-sieve 

for all rER. Then depth(J, M) <1+ depth(I, M). 

Proof. Let depth(I, M) =k and let xl, """, xk be a maximal 

M-sequence in I. Set Mk = M/(xl, """, xk)M, so that-we have 

IC Z(Mk). If JC Z(Mk) then depth(J, M) - k, and there is 

nothing further to do. Assume that (I, x) -J¢ Z(Mk) and use Lemma 

1.8.1, the a-sieving property and Corollary 1.7.3 to find an element 

iEI such that x+i0 Z(Mk). Let y=x+i. Then we have 

J (I, y) and xl,..., xk, y an M-sequence, so that 

depth(J, M) >- k+1. If Jc Z(Mk/yMk) then 

depth(J, M) -k+1-1+ depth(I, M), 

and again there is nothing left to do. Assume that JI Z(Mk/yMk). 

Let S= {s E Mk : Is - 0) and note that, since IC Z(Mk), S is a 

non-zero submodule of Mk (Theorem 1.8.2). S must be contained in 

yMk since otherwise there is some tE S\yMk, and so t#0 in 

Mk/yMk and Jt = (I, y)t = 0, contradicting the assumption that 

iý Z(Mk/yMk). (Here is the image of t in Mk/yMk. ) If s is any 

element of S then s ym for some mE Mk. Thus 

ylm - lym = Is =0 and yq Z(Mk), so Im must be zero. Therefore 

mES, and it follows that S= yS = y2S = """ = ynS - .... This 

gives, 

OD 
S= (c (Y)nS c (O JnS cn 

n JM+ (XI 
, ... Xif A 

n-0 n-0 n-0 (xl'... 
'xk)M 
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00 
f-I (JnM + (x1,..., Xk)M) 

hence sC n=0 
, (Xi,... Xk)M 

and therefore S=0, since (x1, """xk)M is, by hypothesis, closed 

in the J-topology of M. Thus the assumption Jt Z(Mk/yMk) leads to 

a contradiction, and the result is proved. a 

Note: The requirement th., 

every ideal acI is a 

lemma. From the proof it 

some maximal M-sequence 

closed in the J-topology 

Section 1.10. 

It aM be closed in the J-topology of M for 

concoction designed to replace Nakayama's 

is clear that we require only that there is 

xi, """, xk in I such that (xl, """, xk)M is 

of M. For the origin of this condition see 

Theorem 1.9.5. (cf. [Kap], Theorem 129) Let R be a Noetherian ring, 

M an a-generated R-module and I an ideal of R generated by n 

elements x1, """, xn. Suppose that IM #M and that aM is closed in 

the I-topology of M, for every ideal a, of R, contained in I. Assume 

that (Spec(R), {x}) is an a-sieve for all xER. Then 

depth(I, M) =n t-º x1, ". ", xn is an M-sequence. 

Proof. The implication from right to left is obvious. To see the 

converse we use induction on n. The result is obvious for n=1. 

Set J= (x1'..., xn_1) and suppose that depth(J, M) <n-1. From 

Theorem 1.9.4 depth(I, M) < n, a contradiction. Therefore, using 

Theorem 1.9.3, depth(J, M) must be n-1. If a is any ideal 

contained in JCI, then 
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OD OD 
(l (J°M + aM) c (l (I'M + aM) - aM, 
n-0 n=0 

so that aM is closed in the J-topology of M. Thus the hypotheses of 

the theorem are satisfied for J instead of I and we may apply the 

inductive hypothesis to see that xl,..., xn_1 is an M-sequence. 

Suppose xn E Z(M/JM). Then there is a non zero element mE M/JM 

such that xnm = 0. In this case Im - 0, so that IC Z(M/JM) 

and depth(I, M) n-1. This contradiction implies that x V... , xn 

is an M-sequence as required. 13 

1.10 Sieves and balanced big Cohen-Macaulay modules 

In this section we examine modules of maximal depth over a 

local ring. Throughout the section R will denote a local Noetherian 

ring and m its maximal ideal. As usual a will denote an arbitrary 

cardinal. Let M be an R-module. The longest possible M-sequence in R 

is of length at most dim(R) ([Kap], Section 3-1, Exercise 22). If M 

is a-generated, mM #M and (Spec(R), {0}) is an a-sieve then this 

means that depth(m, R) < dim(R) (using Theorem 1.9.1). In fact this 

follows from Corollary (1.5) of [Fo] without the restriction that 

(Spec(R), {O)) is an a-sieve. We consider here modules M such that 

depth(m, M) = dim(R). 

Given a module M over a local ring R and a system of 

parameters al,... ad for R, we say that M is a big Cohen-Macaulay 
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(bCM) module with respect to al, """, ad if al,..., ad is an 

M-sequence. These modules are introduced and their importance is 

discussed in [Ho]. If M is a bCM module with respect to some system 

of parameters we shall say simply that M is a bCM module. If M is a 

finitely generated bCM R-module, then every system of parameters for 

R is an M-sequence ([AuBu], Proposition 5.7). As shown, for 

instance, by an example of P. Griffith (Remark 3.3 of [Grl]) this is 

not true, in general, for bCM modules which are not finitely 

generated. A class of modules which displays less drastic 

differences between finitely and infinitely generated objects has 

been defined by R. Y Sharp; M is a balanced big Cohen-Macaulay (bbCM) 

module if it is a bCM module with respect to every system of 

parameters for R. In [Sh] it is shown that bbCM modules have many of 

the properties of finitely generated Cohen-Macaulay modules. If 

Spec(R) is a a-sieve we should like to be able to assert that all 

a-generated bCM modules are bbCM modules. However in order to 

achieve this we have had to impose the extra condition on closure of 

submodules that appears in the next theorem. 

Theorem 1.10.1. Let R be a local Noetherian ring, a the maximal 

ideal of R and M an a-generated R-module. Assume that (Spec(R), {x}) 

is an a-sieve for all xER, depth(a, M) - dim(R) and aM is 

closed in the ms-topology of M for all proper ideals a of R. Then M 

is a bbCM R-module. 

Proof. Let xl, """, xd be a system of parameters for R. Set 

I- (x1,. "", xd). By hypothesis, M is separated in the a-adic 
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topology so that IM C mM # M. As I is m-primary the only prime 

ideal containing I is m. Therefore, from Lemma 1.9.2, we have 

depth(I, M) - depth(m, M). That xl, """, xd is an M-sequence follows 

from Theorem 1.9.5.13 

Remarks 1.10.2. The condition that aM be closed in the re-topology of 

M, for all ideals a of R, has been previously employed by Griffith. 

In what follows we shall refer to this condition as "condition (C)". 

In [Gr2], Theorem 1.1 it is shown that if R is a complete regular 

local ring and M is a countably generated R-module then the 

following are equivalent: 

(i) M is R-free; 

(ii) M is a bbCM module and aM is closed for all ideals a 

of R; 

(iii) M is a flat R-module and aM is closed for all ideals a 

of R. 

(Note that [Gr2], Theorem 1.1 must be read in conjunction with "note 

added in proof" at the end of [Gr2], in which "1.10" should read 

"2.10". ) Furthermore an example is given ((Gr2], Example 1.3) to 

show that, in the above result, condition (C) cannot be replaced by 

the condition that M is separated in the m-topology. We modify an 

example, due to J. Bartijn, to show that this is also the case in 

Theorem 1.10.1. Let k be a field. Let R- k[[X, Y, Z]], - (X, Y, Z), 

L- 
LI 

Re and F- 
11 

Re We write the element 
n>0 n n>O n 

(f0, fl, f2""" ) of F as (fn) and the element 

(E0, """ , tß, 0,0,0, """ ) of L as (C0, """ , -�). Note that, for 

any ideal I of R, Ln IF s IL. Let L denote the closure of L in 
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F in the m-topology. Bartijn shows that L -{(an) EF: lim an - 0} 
n-w 

and that L=L, where L is the m-adic completion of L ([Ba], 

Chapter 1, Proposition 2.8). It follows from this that L is 

separated in the o-adic topology and that L is R-flat (loc. cit. 

Theorem 2.9 (i) and (ii); see also [Grl], Section 1). Hence, if 

reR and r is not a zero divisor in R, the multiplication map 

R -1---4 R remains injective on tensoring by L, and so r is an 

L-regular element of It. Thus 

rER is L-regular if r is R-regular. (s) 
u(o3 

Given any kEN, let gk (fk, 
n) 

EF where fk, 
n 

0, for 

0<n<k, and fk 
n= 

Zn-k, for n>k. Let 

G= {gk EF: k-0,1,2, """ }. Let T be the submodule of F 

e 
generated by the elJments of G over It. Since GgL, it is clear 

_s that TCL. Let t be any element of T. Write t-i 
Origk-, 

where 
1 

ri ER and gki E G, for 0<i<s. We may assume, without loss 

of generality, that 0< kl < k2 < """ < ks. Then t- (tn) where 

to = 0, if 0 
_< n< kip to = r1Zn-kl + r2Zn-k2 + ... +rj Zn-kjI 

if kj <_ n< kj +1 and 1<j<s, and 

to r1Zn-kl + r2Zn-k2 + ... + r8Zn-ks, if n> k6. Let 

(t0, t1, """ , tks); LEL and we have 

t+Z (r Zks -k1 + ... +r Zks -kj + ... +r 13 s)gks+i' 

so that tEL+ ZT. We have shown that 
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TCL+ZT. (**) 

Now define M=L+ (X, Y)T. Facts a) to d) below show that we 

have the example we require. 

a) R is a complete (regular) local Noetherian ring. It follows 

from Example 1.6.5 (2) that (Spec(R), {r}) is an KD-sieve for all 

rER. M is an K6-generated R-module, since both L and T are 

p0-generated. Furthermore MCL so that M is separated in its 

m-topology. 

b) Z, X, Y is an N-sequence so that N is a bCN R-module. That Z is 

M-regular follows from (*), since NcL and Z is R-regular. Given 

mEM such that Xm 6 ZN we wish to show that m6 ZM. Write 

m=C+Xt1+Yt2, 

where tEL and tl, t2 E T. From (**) we have tl = kl + Zt3 and 

t2 = 1,2 + Zt4, where Ll, E2 EL and t3, t4 E T. Thus 

m. + Xt1 + Ylt 2+ Z(Xt3 + Yt4). (ss*) 

Since Z(Xt3 + Yt4) E ZM and by assumption 

Xm = X(. + Xt1 + YE2) + ZX(Xt3 + Yt4) E ZM, 

it follows that X(E +X. 1 + Yt2) E ZM c ZF. Therefore 

X(. + Xt1 + Yk2) EL (1 ZF = ZL. Since L is R-free it follows that 

.. +X. 1 + Yet E ZL. Substitution in (***) gives mE ZL + ZM - ZM. 

Therefore X is (M/ZM)-regular. To see that Y is (M/(Z, X)M)-regular 

we argue similarly. Suppose m6M is such that Ym E (Z, X)M. As 

before, express m in the form of (***). This time 

Xt1 + Z(Xt3 + Yt4) E (Z, X)M. Therefore, as in the above, it is 

enough to show that Y(t + YE2) E (Z, X)M implies that 
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t+ YZ2 E (Z, X)M. This is immediate, since if 

Y(. + YE2) E (Z, X)M C (Z, X)F then we must have 

Y(. + YE2) ELn (Z, X)F - (Z, X)L, and as L is free this implies 

that C+ Yt2 E (Z, X)L, as required. Thus Y is (M/(Z, X)M)-regular. 

Finally, note that el ELCM, and e10 (Z, X, Y)M, so that 

M# (Z, X, Y)M. Hence Z, X, Y is an M-sequence. Since Z, X, Y is a 

system of parameters for It, M is a bCM module. 

c) X, Y, Z is not an M-sequence, so M is not a bbCM module. As X 

4- 
is R-regular, X is also L-regular (using (*)). Ther^fore X is 

M-regular. Let u- g0. Then uEL and ufM. Suppose Xu E XM. 

Then Xu - Xn for some neM. Thus X(u - n) -0 and X is L 

regular, so that uEM, a contradiction. Hence Xu ¢ XM. However 

Yu E (X, Y)T CM so that Y(Xu) - X(Yu) E XM. As Xu E (X, Y)T C M, 

this shows that Y is not (M/XM)-regular, and so X, Y, Z cannot be an 

M-sequence. As X, Y, Z is a system of parameters for R, M cannot be 

a bbCM module. 

d) XM is not closed in the e. -topology of M. To see this consider 

the element u defined in c) above. Given any integer w>0 we can 

write 

Xu - X(1, Z, Z2, """ , ZO-1) + Z'Xgw, 

so Xu E XL + (X, y, Z)"XT 9 XM +a 0M9 

for all w _> 
0. Therefore 

Xu En (XM +m M) 
(4=0 

which is the closure of XM in the m-topology of M. Since, from'-c-) 

above, Xu # XM, XM is not closed in the m-adic topology. 
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As we have'seen, all the hypotheses of Theorem 1.10.1 are 

satisfied by R and M, except condition (C). Instead of condition (C) 

we have M separated in tl* m-topology. However the conclusion of the 

theorem does not hold. 

1.10.3. We remark that the example of 1.10.2 is a counter-example to 

[Gr1], Proposition 2.9, for the case of Ma countably generated 

module. We do not wish to become involved in more definitions at 

this stage so we shall use terminology from [Ba] and [Grl] without 

explanation. For the definition of purity see [Matt] or [Rot]. To 

see that L is a basic submodule of M (using the definition of basic 

submodule given by [Grl], Section 2), note first that, since LCF 

is pure (using [Ba], Proposition 2.5 (i) and Proposition 2.2 (iii)), 

LCM is pure (using, for example, [Mat2], Theorem 7.13). 

Furthermore, for any integer k>0, 

M-L+ (X, Y)T CL+ Zk(X, Y)T, 

by repeated applications of (*ý, so that N-L+ sikN, for all 

k>0. Since L is free, L is a basic submodule of M as claimed. In 

fact this follows from the discussion of [Ba], Chapter V, Section 2, 

Paragraph 1, and [Ba], Chapter I, Definition 4.9. As shown by 1.10.2 

d), Griffith's claim, in the proof of [Grl], Proposition 2.9, that 

his xM is closed in the m-adic topology, is false. This does not 

affect [Grl], Proposition 2.10, which stands for countably generated 

modules (cf. [Ba], Chapter V, page 113, and [Gr2], Theorem 1.1 and 

"Note added in proof"). 
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1.10.4. Again the examples of 1.6 meet the a-sieving requirements of 

Theorem 1.10.1 whenever Spec(R) 9 D2. This is always true for 

1.6.4 and 1.6.5, and does not exclude 1.6.1,1.6.2 or 1.6.8. 

1.11 Sieves and localisation 

The final application of this chapter demonstrates that sieves 

are in a sense "Noetherian" subsets of Spec(R); that is if W2 is a 

subset of Spec(R) of cardinality a and MT is an a-sieve then X12 has 

maximal elements. 

Theorem 1.11.1. Let R be a ring, aa cardinal and Wt be a subset of 

Spec(R) such that +T2+ <a and ( 
, 

{O}) is an a-sieve. Let 

F-U {P :PE 01, and set S- RAF. Then S is a multiplicatively 

closed subset of R and 

Max-Spec(S 1R) 
- {S-'P :P is maximal in WI). 

Proof. Let P be in Wt. Then P fl s=0, so SPE Spec(S 1R). 

Suppose P is maximal in Wt and M is a maximal ideal of S IR 

containing SIP. Then M-S iQ for some QE Spec(R) such that 

QflS=0. Thus Q9F-U (P PE01), and using the a-sieving 

property, Q9P' for some P'E Since S -1p CS 1Q, 
we have 

PcQcP', and so PQ= p', using the maximality of p in W2. 

Thus S- 1P 
-ME Max-Spec(S-1R). 
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Conversely if M is in Max-Spec(S 1R), 
then M- S-iQ for 

some QE Spec(R), and as before QCP, for some PE Mi. Thus 

S 1Q CS 
1P 

and, since S 1Q is maximal, S 1Q 
-S 

1P. Clearly P 

is maximal in Wt. O 



CHAPTER 2 

The theme of this chapter is the development of an idea of 

Zariski to prove, in the first instance, a uniform Artin-Rees 

theorem, and generally as a useful and interesting notion. The 

results of this chapter have been found whilst working in 

collaboration with L. O'Carroll. Indeed, presented herein is a 

development of [O'Cl), in which paper a weak form of the uniform 

Artin-Rees theorem is proved using Zariski's idea. 

The essence of the idea which forms our subject is contained 

in Zariski's definition of (W, v)-regular points of an irreducible 

algebraic variety ([Zar), Section 4). This gives Zariski his "key" 

to the proof of his Main Lemma ([Zar], Sections 2 and 5). A 

generalisation of this Main Lemma, with a very concise proof, is 

demonstrated by Eisenbud and Hochster in [EiHo]. In [EiHo] the 

authors pose the following question: Let R be an affine ring, and 

suppose that MgN are finitely generated R-modules. Is there an 

integer kp such that for all k> kp and all maximal ideals m of R 

M ft mN- 
mk-kp (N n mkoN) ? 

This question is partially answered by the result of O'Carroll, in 

[O'C1], mentioned above. The main result of [O'Cl] is proved using 

Zariski's concept of (W, v)-regularity (and is sufficient to prove 

the theorem of [EiHo]). Developing the idea of (W, v)-regularity and 

applying techniques similar to those in [O'Cl] we obtain . the results 
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of [DO'Cl] (and Section 2.1 of this thesis), which settle Eisenbud 

and Hochster's conjecture as fact. Following the route taken by 

Zariski, in [Zar], we obtain a generalisation of the Main Lemma of 

[Zar], which has the theorem of [EiHo] as a corollary. Further 

examples of the utility of the theory can be found in [DO'C2]. 

2.1 Zariski regularity 

The first definition below is a generalisation of Zariski's 

concept of (W, v)-regularity. The precise connection with Zariski's 

original definition will become clear as we investigate the 

properties of our own definition. 

Definition 2.1.1. Let R be a ring, P and Q prime ideals of R, and M 

and N R-modules such that PCQ and MCN. Let r be a 

non-negative integer. Then Q is said to be (M, N; P; r)-regular if 

L 
prN is [R/P]Q-free. 

(M n PrN) + pr+1N Q 

Definition 2.1.2 If Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular for all integers 

r >- 0, then Q is said to be (M, N; P)-regular. 

We shall informally refer to both (M, N; P; r)-regular and 

(M, N; P)-regular primes as Zariski regular primes. 
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Standing notation 2.1.3. For simplicity we introduce some notation 

that is to endure the length of this chapter. Given a ring R, prime 

ideals P and Q of R such that PCQ, and R-modules M and N such 

that MCN we set 

PrN 
r (M n PrN) + pr+1N 

F_ (M n PrN) + pr+1N 
r pr+1N 

PrN Gr 
Pr+1N 

H_ (M n PrN) + Qr+1N 
r Qr+1N 

and A= R/P. 

2.1.4. From time to time we shall use the expressions "after 

localisation at q" or "supressing localisation at q", when q is a 

prime ideal. By this we mean that we have written "Dq" as "D" for 

any module D occuring in the text referred to. 

2.1.5. Given a ring R and prime ideals p9q of R, 

we shall often write 
- 

as [R/PR]q . It should always be clear 
9 

from the context (when it makes any odds) whether we are localising 

R-modulRe/4at q, or (ý i3mo. kR/p at q/p. We shall also write 
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[Rq]pR as R 
P* 

In Section 2.4 we shall reconsider this notation. 
4 

We shall now give several characterisations of Zariski 

regularity. First we need a definition. Let R be a Noetherian ring, 

I an ideal of R and La finitely generated R-module. We say that L 

is normally flat along V(I) if the R/1-module gr1(L) is 

R/I-flat. If R/I is a local ring then L is normally flat along 

1 

V(I) if and only if 
Ii+iL 

is R/1-free, for all i>0. In 

fact, given that R/I is local, we have: 

L is normally flat along V(I) 

~I 'L is R/1-flat, for all i >_ 0, 

0-1 
Ii+iL 

is R/1-free, for all i >_ 0, ([Matt], Theorem 

7.10), 

4-P grI(L) is R/1-free, ([Matt], Theorem 2.5). (2.1.6) 

Normal flatness is defined and used by Hironaka in [Hir]. 

Leseaa 2.1.7. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PCQ prime ideals of R, 

MCN finitely generated R-modules and ra non-negative integer. 

Then, in the notation of 2.1.3, 

(1) Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular if and only if 

A 
Tor1Q([Er]Q, K(Q)) - 0; 

(2) Q is (M, N; P)-regular if and only if [N/M]Q is 

normally flat along the closed subset V(PQ) of 
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Spec(RQ); 

(3) if, in addition to the given hypotheses, 

Q/P E Reg-Spec(A), then Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular if 
"OR- qwLmArA 

and only if there exists aA AQ-module L, of depth 

A 
zero, such that Tor1Q([Er]Q, L) - 0. 

Proof. (1) follows immediately from Definition 2.1.1 and [Ser], 

Chapitre IV, Proposition 20. Since 

E 
PrN PrN +MN Pr(N/M) 

rrN N) + pr+1N =P r+1 N+M=P r+l (M nP (N/M) 

(2) follows from 2.1.6. In the light of (1) to prove (3) we need 

only show that if there exists an AQ-module L, of depth zero, such 
A 

that TorAQ([Er]Q, L) = 0, then Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular. This follows 

from [Lic], Corollary 6. o 

In the proof of the next theorem and at intervals thereafter 

we shall use the following fact: 

Fact 2.1.8. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PCQ prime ideals of R, 

Na finitely generated R-module and ra non-negative integer. Assume 

that Q/P E Reg-Spec(R/P), that TilIQ is AQ-free, for 

i-0,1, """ r-1, and that NQ is RQ free. Then 

(PrQsN]Q s (PrN n Qr+sN) Q 
for all s>0. 
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Proof. The case r=0 is trivial so we may assume that r>0. It 
elt, Mt*, tSaf Rq wC, f Dn n. 

follows from Lemma 1.3 of [RobVa] that Aa regular system of 

parameters for [R/P]Q Bata regular sequence modulo P. Thus, 

since NQ is RQ free, 2.1.8 follows from [RobVa], Lemma 1.1.13 

Theorem 2.1.9. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PCQ prime ideals of 

R, McN finitely generated R-modules and ra non-negative 

i 
integer. Assume that Q/P E Reg-Spec(R/P), that 

Pp+l 
is 

Q 
[R/P]Q-free, for i-0,1, """ r, and that NQ is RQ-free. Then 

the following are equivalent: 

(1) Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular; 

(2) there exists an integer s >_ 1 such that 

LAM n ((prN n Qr+sN) + pr+1N)) + pr+1N3Q 

[Q8(M n PrN) + pr+1N]q; 

i3) [(M n PrN n Qr+1N) + pr+1N]Q - [R(M n PrN) + pr+1N] Q; 

(4) [(M n JPrN) + pr+1NJQ - [J(M n PrN) + pr+1N]Q for all 

ideals J of R such that J2P. 

Proof. We show that (1) 4 (4) -0 (3) 4 (2) 4 (1). To see that 

(1) 4 (4) recall the notation of 2.1.3 and consider the exact 

sequence of AQ modules 
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0 --' (Fr]Q -º [Gr]Q -º [Er)Q --i 0. (2.1.10) 

Let J be any ideal of R containing P. Then R/J is an A-module 

and we can apply L 
®a [R/J],, to 2.1.10. This gives a sequence AQ 

(M n PrN) + Pr+1N PrN 

J(M n PrN) + pr+1N 
_ 

JPrN 

PrN 

JPrN + (M n PrN) 
-º 

01 

where localisation at Q has been supressed. Now suppose that (1) is 

A 
true. Then Tor1([Er]Q, [R/J]Q) 0 (since [Er]Q is AQ-flat), so 

that the above sequence is exact. Therefore 

[((M n PrN) + pr+1N) n JPrN]Q c [J(M n PrN) + pr+1N]Ql 

which implies that 

[(M n JPrN) + pr+1N] 
Qc [J(M n PIN) + pr+1N]Q, 

since J2P. The reverse inclusion is obvious, giving (4). Given 

(4), let J-Q. Then it is easy to see that (4) 4 (3), since, from 

2.1.8, [PFQN]Q = [PrN n Qr+1N]Q. If we set s-1 in (2) we see 

that (3) 4 (2). Given (2), let s>1 be such that 

um fl ((prN fl Qr+sN) + pr+1N)) + pr+1N] [Qs (M tl PrN) + pr+1N]Q 

so that 

[((M n PrN) n (Qr+sN + pr+1N)) + pr+1N e(M ft pr r+l ]Q = [Q N) +P N] Q, 

Using 2.1.8, this implies that 

rrs r+l pr+1 sr r+l [((M n pr N) n (P Q N+ P N)) +P N]Q C [Q (M n pr N) +P N]Q, 

and therefore 

r r+l rs r+l s r+l [ ((M fl pr N) +P N) (1 (P QN+P N) ]Q C [Q (M ft pr, ) +P N] 
Q, 

After localisation at Q, we now have an injective map 
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(M n PrN) + pr+1N prN 

QS(M n prN) + pr+1N prQ6N+ pr+1N' 

which means that (2.1.10)* %R is a short exact sequence. 
Q 

-4P1 
Q 

Therefore, since [Gr]Q is AQ-free, 

Tor1Q [Er]Q, R0 
and, since 

R 
has depth 

[ý; 

+PQ 

[Q; 

+PQ 

zero as an AQ-module, (1) follows from Lemma 2.1.7 (3). Ei 

2.1.11. Condition (2) is the same as condition (3), when s-1. We 

simplify (2), to give a more natural analogue of (3), when s> it 

in Theorem 2.1.14(3) (a) but in order to do this we have had to 

impose(3)(b) of Theorem 2.1.14. 

The next theorem will relate Zariski's original definition of 

(W, v)-regularity to Definition 2.1.1. 

Theorem 21.12. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PCQ prime ideals of 

R, MCN finitely generated R-modules and ra non-negative 

integer. Assume that Q/P E Reg-Spec(R/P), that is 
PiPi +l 

Q 
[R/P]Q-free, for i-0,1, """ r, and that NQ is RQ free. 

Recall the notation of 2.1.3 and consider the following conditions: 

(1) dimK(Q)(Hr ®R/Q K(Q)) - dimK(Q)(Fr ®A K(Q)); 

(2) dimK(R)(Hr ®R/4 K(R)) - dimK(p)(Fr ®A K(P)); 
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(3) dimK(R)(Er ®A K(ß)) - dimK(P)(Er % K(P)); 

(4) dimK(R)(Fr ®A K(Q)) - dim, (P)(Fr ®A K(P)); 

(5) Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular. 

We have (1) 4-º (2) +-º (3) 04 (5) 4 (4). 

Proof. By hypothesis [Gr]Q is AQ-free; [Gr]Q N (AQ)e, say, for 

some integer e. Hence, for any q6 Spec(R) such that P9qgQ, 

Gr 0A K(9) N [Gr1Q ®AQ K(Q) N (AQ)e %Q K(9) N (K(9))e. 

In particular, therefore 

dimK(R)(Gr 0A K(4)) - dimK(P)(Gr ®A ((P)). (*) 

Let al, """ ac be elements of Fr such that their images in 

Fr ®A K(Q) form a basis for Fr ®A K(Q) over K(Q). Then 

a1, ".. , ac generate [Fr]Q (using the minimal basis theorem; 

[Matt], Theorem 2.3). Hence the images of al, """ , ac span 

[Fr ]P N Fr ®A K(P) over K(P). Therefore 

dimK(P)(Fr ®A K(P)) < dimK(Q)(Fr ®A K(Q))" (t) 

Let bl, """ bd be elements of mn PrN such that their 

images in [Hr]Q N Hr ®RIQ K(Q) form a basis for [Hr]Q over 

K(Q). Then there are elements bd+l' """ 'bf in PrN such that 

the images of b19 """ , bf in prN 
r+q 

r+l N 
form a basis for 

QNQ 
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r PrN + Qr+1N 
over ic(Q). We have, using 2.1.8, 

Q r+lN 

IQ 

r PrN + Qr+1N 
N Pr 

NN Q- 

ýG ýQG 
Qr+1N iQ = PrQ rrQ 

N Gr ®A K(G) (**) 

Hence the images of bi, """ bf in [Gr]Q form a minimal 

generating set for [Gr]Q over AQ ([Mat2], Theorem 2.3) (and f 

here must equal e above). Thus the images of these elements span 

88 

[Gr]P N Gr ®A K(P) and, using (*), they must form a basis for 

[Gr]P N Gr % K(P) over K(P). Therefore the images of 

bl, """ bd in [Fr]P N Fr ®A K(P) are linearly independent over 

K(P). It follows that 

dimK(Q)(Hr ®R/Q K(Q)) -d 

dimK(P)(Fr ®A K(P))' (fit) 

Combining (t) and (tf) we see that (1) 4 (2) and (1) 4 (4). We show 

now that (2) 4.4 (3). We have an exact sequence of K(Q)-modules 

(M n PrN) + Qr+1N PrN + Qr+1N 
-' 

Qr+1N 
Q Qr+1N 

.R 

PrN + ßr+1N 

(M fl PrN) + ßr+1N ß 

Therefore 
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dim 
(M n PrN) + Qr+1N dim PrN + Qr+1N 

K(R) Qr+1N K(R) Qr+1N 

ßr+1N 
- dim (Q) 

PrN + 
(M n PrN) + ßr+1N 

Moreover 

I(M n Pr, ) + Qr+1Nl 

Qr+1N 
Q 

Hr 0 R/q K(Q) 

and, using 2.1.8, 

PrN + Qr+1N 
(M n PrN) + qr+1N G 

_N 
PrN 

(M n PrN) + PrgN Q 

N Er ®A K(4). 

Hence, using (*) and (*s), 

dimK(ß)(Hr 0 R/R K(R)) - dimK(P)(Gr ®A K(P)) 

- dimK(Q)(Er ®A K(Q)). (***) 

From the exact sequence of K(P)-modules 

0 -+ Fr ®A K(P) º Gr % K(P) -4 Er % K(P) . ___4 0 

we have 

dimK(P)(Gr 0A K(P)) = dimK(P)(Er 0A K(P)) + dimK(P)(Fr 0A K(P)), 

Substitution in (***) gives 

dimK(Q)(Hr ®R/Q K(Q)) - dimK(P)(Fr ®A K(P)) 

+ dim(P)(E ®A K(P)) 

- dimK(R)(Er ®A K(ß))" 

This shows (2) *º (3). Given (3) we have 
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dimK(P)([Er]Q 0 AQ K(P)) - dimK(P)(E, ®A K(P)) 

- dimK(Q)(E®®A K(ß)) 

- dimK(G)(LEr]Q ®p 
Q 

K(Q))" 

85 

Therefore (5) follows from (3), using [Har], Chapter II, Lemma 8.9. 
(I) -* 

It is easy to see that (5) 4 (3). We have shown (2) ar (3) 4.4 (5). 

We shall now show that (5) 4 (4). We shall then have (5) 4 (1), 

since, (2) and (4) together imply (1). Given (5) 

the short exact sequence of A-modules (2.1.10) splits. Therefore 

[Fr]Q is a direct summand of the AQ-free module [Gr]Q. Since AQ 

is local, this implies that [Fr]Q is a free AQ module. Tensoring 

[Fr]Q over AQ, first with K(P) and then with K(Q), we obtain (4). 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 

Remarks 2.1.13. (2) is a generalised version of Zariski's original. 

regularity condition. That (5) and (2) are equivalent is shown by 

L. O'Carroll in [O'C1]. 

The properties that we require of (M, N; P; r)-regularity in the 

proof of the uniform Artin-Rees theorem also turn out to 

characterise it, in perhaps a more useful way. This characterisation 

is the content of the next theorem. 

Theorem 2.1.14. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PCQ prime ideals of 

R, MCN finitely generated R-modules and ra non-negative 

i 
integer. Assume that Q/P E Reg-Spec(R/P), that P+1 is 

4 
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[R/P]Q free, for i=0,1', """ r, and that NQ is RQ free. Then 

the following are equivalent: 

(1) Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular; 

(2) [N n PrN n Qr+SN)Q 

[QS(M n Pr. ) + (M n Pr+1N n Qr+BN)] for all s20; 

(3) there exists an integer s >_ 1 such that 

(a) [M n P'N n Qr+sN] 

(Rs(M n PrN) + (N n Pr+1N n Qr+sN)] 
Q and 

fib) [(M n PrQSN) + pr+1N]Q 

- [(N n Pr(Rs + P)N) + pr+1N]Q. 

Furthermore if any of these three conditions holds then 3 (b) holds 

for all s>0. 

Proof. We show first that (1) 4 (2). Suppose (1) is true. Let s be 

any non-negative integer. Set J-P+ Qs. Then, from (4) of 

Theorem 2.1.9, 

[(M n (QSPrN + pr+1N)) + pr+1N] Q- 
[QS(M n PrN) + pr+1N]Ql 

and so, using 2.1.8, 

[(M fl PrN n Qr+sN) + pr+1N]Q c [QS(M n PrN) + pr+1N]Q. 

Intersecting with [N n Qr+BN]Q we obtain 
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[(M n PrN n Qr+sN) + (M n pr+1N n Qr+sN)]Q 

C_ [Qs(M n PrN) + (M n pr+iN n Qr+sN)]Q1 

so that 

[M n PrN n Qr+sN] Qg 
[Q5(M n pry) + (M n pr+1N n Qr+sN)]Q. 

The reverse inclusion is obvious, giving (2). If (2) holds (3) (a) is 

trivial, and in particular holds in the case s-1. Set s-1 

and (3) (b) becomes trivial. Hence (2) 4 (3). 

Suppose that (3) is true. Let s>1 be such that 3 (a) and (b) 

hold. Then, supressing localisation at Q, 

(M n ((PrN n Qr+sN) + pr+1N)) + pr+1N 

(M n PF(Qs + P)N) + pr+1N 

(using 2.1.8) 

-(M n PrQBN) + pr+1N (by (3) (b)) 

=(Qs(M n PrN) 

+ (N n pr+1N n Qr+sN)) + pr+1N 

(by (3) (a)) 

M Qs(M n PrN) + pr+lN. 

This is condition (2) of Theorem 2.1.9, so (1) follows. 

wt faut 
Finally, given that one of these conditions holds, 

Aafter 
localisation at Q, for any s>0, 

(M fl PrQsN) + pr+1N - Qs(M l PrN) + pr+1NI 

from (2) and 2.1.8, so that, after localisation at Q, 

(M fl PrQsN) + pr+1N - (M (1 Pr(Qs + P)N) + pF+1N, 

using (1) of this theorem and (4) of Theorem 2.1.9, with j- Qs + P. 

Hence (3) (b) holds for all s>0. o 
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Remark 2.1.15. That (1) 4 (2) is the property of Zariski regularity 

crucial to the proof of the uniform Artin-Rees theorem and is due to 

L. O'Carroll, who also realised that the reverse implication would 

be valid. 

To prove his Main Lemma, Zariski used a "key" property which 

is a direct result of the final statement of the previous theorem. 

The next corollary is a generalised version of Zariski's "key". 

Corollary 2.1.16. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PcQ prime ideals 

of R, MCN finitely generated R-modules and ra non-negative 
1 

integer. Assume that Q/P E Reg-Spec(R/P), that 
[p-+, ] 

is 

Q 

[R/P]Q-free, for i-0,1, """ r, and that NQ is RQ free. 

Suppose that Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular. Then for all s>t>0 

[((M n PrN n Qr+tN) + Qr++) n ((pr+lN n Qr+tN) + r+sN)]Q 

[(M n pr+iN n Qr+t, ) + Qr+sN]ß. 

Proof. After localisation at Q 

(M n PrN n Qr+tN) n ((pr+1N n Qr+tN) + Qr+sN) 

((M n Qr+tN) n prN) n (Qr+tN n (pr+1N + Qr+sN)) 

_ (M n Qr+tN) nkn PrN n (pr+lN + Qr+sN) 

=Mn Qr+tN n (M n (pr+1N + PrQsN)) (using 2.1.8) 

cMn Qr+tN n ((M n pr(Qs + P)N) + pr+1N) 

=Mn Qr+tN n ((M n PrQsN) + Pr+lN) (using the last 
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statement of Theorem 2.1.14) 

_ (K n PrQSN) + (M n Pr+1N n Qr+tN) 

C (M n pr+1N n Qr+tN) + Qr+sN. 

The result follows easily. a 

Note. In the case s-t+1 we have a generalisation of [Zar], 

Theorem 2. 

Somewhat more memorable is the following derivative of the 

previous corollary: 

Corollary 2.1.17. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PcQ prime ideals 

of It, McN finitely generated R-modules and ra non-negative 

integer. Assume that Q/P E Reg-Spec(R/P), that [Pl+1JQ 
1 

is 

[R/P]Q-free, for i=0,1, """ r, and that NQ is RQ free. 

Suppose that Q is (M, N; P; i)-regular for i-0,1, """ ,r-1. Let 

L- N/M. Then, for all s>0, 

Qr+sLQ n PrLQ - QSPrLQ. 

Proof. If r=0 there is nothing to prove, so we assume that 

r>0. Then 

ßr+sL Rn PrL Rr+sN +M PrN +M nR MßMß 
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(qr+sN + M) fl (PrN + M) 

M 

i(Qr+sN + M) fl PrN) +N i*) 
xQ 

Supressing localisation at Q, we have 

(Qr+sN + K) n PrN - (Qr+sN + M) n QrN n PrN n 

90 

(ýP n Qr)N + Qr+sN), 

- ((M n P°N n QrN) + Qr+sN) n 

((PN n QrN) + Qr+sN) n PrN, 

((M n PN n QrN) + Qr+SN) n PrN from 

Corollary 2.1.16, 

s ((M n PN n QrN) + Qr+SN) n 

" ((PZN n QrN) + Qr+SN) n PrN, 

- ((M n P2N n QrN) + Qr+8N) n PrN 

from Corollary 2.1.16 again, 

s ((M n P1N n QrN) + Qr+sN) n PrN 

where 0<i<r, 

s ((N n PiN n QrN) + Qr+sN) n 

((Pi+1N n QrN) + Qr+sN) n PIN, 
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((M n p1+1N n QrN) + Qr+sN) n PrN 

from Corollary 2.1.16, 

s ((M n PrN) + Qr+s, ) n PrN, 

(M n PrN) + PrQsN (using 2.1.8). 

Thus, from (*), 

Qr+sL Q fl PrLQ -(M n PrN) +M PrQsN) +M ý' 
Q 

rs PQN 
__] 
+Ma PrQsLQ as required. p 

MQ 

Remark. This corollary generalises 2.1.8, which follows from Lemmas 

1.3 and 1.1 (ii) of [RobVa] and a particular case of which is 

formula (7) of [Zar]. We could also have deduced the result straight 

from Korollar 1.2 of [AcScVo]. However the fact that it is a 

consequence of Zariski's work seems of interest in the present 

context. We remark that part (a) of [AcScVo], Horollar 1.2, gives 

rise to a further formula involving LQ and PQ which can also be 

proved by the methods above. 

In the theorems above we have imposed conditions that have 

made Zariski regularity behave well. We have insisted that 

i 
Q/P E Reg-Spec(R/P), that 

PP+ 
is AQ-free, for 

Q 
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is 091, ... 'r, 

I 
nl 

1 

and that NQ is RQ free. The condition that each 

Pxmilq is AQ free is an "open condition" and so, as we shall see, 

does not restrict our use of the theory. We shall make this clear in 

Section 2.2. In the applications that we consider, the problems that 

arise can often be reduced, to questions concerning free modules. The 

requirement that NQ is RQ-free does not, in this case, restrict the 

use of the theory. To reduce the implications of the condition that 

AQ must be regular is not so easy, and this requirement is reflected 

in the restrictions that have to be placed on our applications. That 

this condition cannot simply be removed is shown by the example of 

Remark (2) in [EiHo], since in this example the uniform Artin-Rees 

does not hold for maximal ideals (cf. Corollary 2.3.11). 

It might appear that the conditions we have imposed in the 

results above are so strong as to make these results trivial or that 

the conditions could be weakened. We attempt to clarify the position 

by giving some examples. 

Observe first that if (R, m) is a regular local ring and 

PE Spec(R) such that m/P E Reg-Spec(R), then 
Pr+l 

is R/P-free, 

for all r >_ 0 ([Mat2], Theorem 16.2 (i)). Therefore if we take, in 

our results above, QE Reg-Spec(R) we have immediately that 

Pi is is AQ free, for i=0, """ r. However, as the 

ß 

following example shows, we may have a non-regular local ring (R, m) 
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which has a prime ideal P such that M/P E Reg-Spec(RIP) and 
Pr 

Pr+l 

is R/P-free for all r>0. 

Example 2.1.18. Let B- k[X, Y], n- XB + YB and a= X2 B. Let 

R= Bn/aB0, so that R is local with maximal ideal m= nB/fin' 

and let P- RR, where X is the image of X in R. We have 

R/P ' Bn/XBn ^' k[Y](y) and m/P N nBn/XBn N (Y)k[Y](Y). Therefore 

m/P E Reg-Spec(R/P). Moreover 

k[Y] (Y) if r-0 

r XrB + XZB 
/ X2B if r1 N 

Xr+1B + X2B 
N XB 

nn pr+l 
nn 

0 if r>1 

is certainly R/P-free if r#1. Since Bn is regular So ; 7q 

XrB 
and Bn/XBn is regular, we know that 

r+ln 
is Bn/XBn -free 

XB 
n 

r 
is R/P-free for all r >- 0, as for all r>0. Therefore ; 7+-, 

required. However, as R is not a domain, R cannot be regular. 

Thus the conditions imposed in the results of this section do 

not force Q to be in the regular spectrum of R. We now demonstrate 

that Q is not forced to be (M, N; P; r)-regular either. 

Example 2.1.19. Let R= k[X, Y], Q- XR + YR, P- XR, N-R and 
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M- (Y - X2)R. R is a regular ring and R/P N k[Y]. Thus R/P is 

also a regular ring, and so 
Pr+l 

is [R/P]Q-free for all 
ß 

r >- 0. We shall show that Q is not (M, N; P; r)-regular for any 

r >_ 0. 

Theorem 2.1.14 (3) (b) is trivially true when s=1. Hence, 

from Theorem 2.1.14, Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular if and only if 

[M n PrN n Qr+1N]Q - [ß(M n PrN) + (M n pr+iN)]Q. 

We have, using 2.1.8, 

[M n prN n r+1,,, [(Y - X2)R n XrR n (XR + YR)r+1]R 

[(Y - X2)R n Xr(XR + YR)]Q. (2.1.20) 

Also 

[ß(M n PrN) + (M n pr+lN)lQ 

[(XR + YR)((Y - X2)R n XrR) + ((Y - X2)R n Xr+1R)]Q. 

Since R is a unique factorisation domain and X and Y- X2 are 

distinct irreducible elements, we have 

(Y - X2)R n XrR = Xr(Y - X2)R, 

for all r>0. Thus 

[Q(M n PrN) + (M n Pr+1N)]Q = 

[(XR + YR)Xr(Y - X2) + Xr+l(Y - X2)R]Q 

[(XR + YR)Xr(Y - X2)]Q. (2.1.21) 

Fix r>0. Then 

Xr(Y - X2) E (Y - X2)R n Xr(XR + YR) c [M nPrNn Qr+1N]Q 
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by 2.1.20. Suppose 

Xr(Y - X2) E {Q(M n prN) + (M n pr+1N)JQ - [(XR + YR)Xr(Y - X2)]Q, 

using (2.1.21). Then 

Xr(Y - X2) s 
(gX + hY)Xr(Y - X2) 

s 

for some g, h, s ER such that s¢ XR + YR. Therefore 

sXr(Y - X2) - (gX + hY)Xr(Y - X2), 

so that s- gX + hY, a contradiction. Hence 

[M n PrN n Qr+1NJQ # [Q(M n PrN) + (M n pr+1N)JQ, 

and Q cannot be (M, N; P; r)-regular, for any r>0. 

2.2 Zariski regularity and open loci 

In the previous section we defined Zariski regularity and 

demonstrated consequences of the definition that will be useful in 

applications. In this section we show that Zariski regularity occurs 

"almost everywhere"; that is, if R is a ring, given a pair of 

R-modules MCN and a prime ideal P of R, the subset of Spec(R) 

consisting of primes that are (M, N; P)-regular is non-empty and open 

in V(P). Since V(P) is an irreducible subspace of Spec(R), this 

means that this subset is dense in V(P). We refer here always to 

the Zariski topology of Spec(R). We begin by generalising results of 

Zariski. 
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Theorem 2.2.1. (cf. [Zar], Theorem 3) Let R be a Noetherian ring, 

PE Spec(R) and Na finitely generated R-module with submodule M. 

Then for any rEZ such that r >_ 0 the set 

Ur = {Q E Spec(R) :Q is (M, N; P; r)-regular} 

is a non-empty open subset of V(P). 

Proof. That Ur is open follows from Definition 2.1.1 and [Mat2], 

Theorem 4.10_(ii). Since K(P) is a field we certainly have 

PE Ur, so that Ur # 0.13 

Corollary 2.2.2. (cf. [Zar], Corollary 1 to Theorem 3) Let R be a 

Noetherian ring, PE Spec(R) and Na finitely generated R-module 

with submodule M. Then for any rEZ such that r>0 the set 

vr= {Q E Spec(R) :Q is (M, N; P; s)-regular for s=0,1, """ , r} 

is a non-empty open subset of V(P). 

Proof. Vr = Uo n ul n """ n Ur and so is obviously non-empty and 

open. 0 

The two results above are weaker than the next theorem, which 

in practice is easier to use. One reason for giving them 

independently is the simplicity of their proofs in comparison to the 

proof of Theorem 2.2.3. 

Theorem 2.2.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PE Spec(R) and Na 

finitely generated R-module with submodule M. Then the set 
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W- {Q E Spec(R) :Q is (M, N; P)-regular} 

is a non-empty open subset of V(P). 

Proof. Let S-® (P r/pr+1 ). Then S is a graded R/P-algebra. If P 
r>O 

is generated by a set xl, """ , xk, as an ideal of R, then the 

images of x1, """ , xk in P/P2 generate S as an R/P-algebra. 

Therefore S is generated as an R/P-algebra by a finite set of 

homogexous elements of positive degree. In the notation of 2.1.3 we 

have 

E PrN 
r (M n PrN) + pr+1N 

PrN 

(M + pr+1N) n PrN 

PrN +M 

pr+1N +M 

pr NM for all r>0. s 
pr+1ýN/M) 

Let Ir- ® Er. If nl, """ nq generate N as an R-module, then 
r>_0 

the images of n1, """ nq in E1 NM 

P(N/M) 
generate 8 as an 

S-module. Therefore 9 is a finitely generated graded S-module. It 

follows from Theorem 1, Chapter II, Section 1 (page 188), of [Hir] 

that the set 

{p E Spec(R/P) : gp is a flat (R/P)p module} 

is an open set of Spec(R/P). From 2.1.6, with L- N/M, R- RIP, 

wket, pC spec. (R) s ,, e, A. t rp 72 'P 0., ºd. 'pt'P . 1, 
and I- pRp, A it follows that 
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W' _ {p E Spec(R/P) : [Er]p is a fr 

It is now clear that QEW if and only if 

the canonical homeomorphism from Y(P) to 

image of W', W must be an open set of V(P). 

is proved. 0 

ee (R/P)p-m 

for 

Q/P E W'. 

Spec(R/P), 

As PEW 

Ddule 

all r >_ 0}, 

Since, under 

W is the 

the result 

Corollary 2.2.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PE Spec(R) and Na 

finitely generated R-module with submodule M. Then the set 

T- {Q E Spec(R) :Q is (M, N; P)-regular and Q is 

((0), R; P)-regular} 

is a non-empty open subset of V(P). 13 

Note. If NQ is RQ free, Q/P E Reg-Spec(R/P) and QET the 

hypotheses and conditions of Theorem 2.1.9 are satisfied for any 

r >_ 0. This corollary allows us, in practice, to assume that 

Pi 

Pi+l 
is a free [R/P]Q-module, for all i >_ 0, for all Q in 

4 

the non-empty open subset W of V(P), found in Theorem 2.2.3, on 

which we have Zariski regularity. This is what we meant in Section 

2.1 when we said that this is an "open condition". 
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2.3 The uniform Artin-Rees theorem 

The main result of this section is a uniform Artin-Rees 

theorem, proved using the results of the two previous sections. We 

first of all set up some notation and make some preliminary 

observations. A statement and proof of the (non-uniform) Artin-Rees 

lemma can be found, for instance, in [AM], Corollary 10.10, or 

[Mat2], Theorem 8.5. 

Definition 2.3.1. Let R be a ring, N an R-module and Ma submodule 

of N. A set fj of ideals of R is said to be uniform Artin-Rees (uAR) 

with respect to McN if there is a positive integer k such that, 

for all integers n >, k and for all ideals IEV, 

MnInN- In-k(M n IkN). 

The integer k is said to be a uniform Artin-Rees number (for W with 

respect to MC N). If gis uAR with respect to MCN for all 

submodules M of N, then If is said to be uAR with respect to N. If 

I is the unique element of ýj, then we call k an Artin-Rees number 

for I with respect to MCN. 

It should be emphasised that, if gis uAR with respect to N, 

we have a uniform Artin-Rees number kM for 11 with respect to MCN, 

for every finitely generated submodule M of N; we do not mean to say 

that we have an upper bound on the set {kM :M9N; M is finitely 

generated}. 
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The next lemma is the natural extension of a result in [O'Cl] 

(Section 1, page 3). The proof given here is L. O'Carroll's. 

Le ma 2.3.2. Let R be a Noetherian ring, L an R-module and N an 

R-homomorphic image of L. Let ff be a set of ideals of R that is uAR 

with respect to L. Then is uAR with respect to N. 

Proof. Let M be any submodule of N. We have a surjective map 

9: L -+ N with kernel K, say. Let D-c 1(M). Then D is a 

submodule of L containing K. The restriction of V to D is then a 

surjective map from D to M with kernel K. Therefore we have NN L/K 

and MN D/H. By hypothesis we have a uAR number, k, for 11 with 

respect to DcL. Let n be any integer greater than k and I any 

ideal in If Then 

MnInNN (D/K) n In(L/g) 

- (D/K) n (InL +1/ H) 

. 
Dfl (InL+K) 

H 

(D f1 InL) + since D2H, 
K 

In-k(D IkL) +K 
, by hypothesis, 

H 

In-k 
(D n IkL) +H 

K 

In-k ((D/K) n Ik (L/K)) 
, by the 

reverse of the argument above. Therefore 

Mn InN In-k(M n IkN). 
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Thus k is a uAR number for re with respect to MCN, and the result 

follows. 0 

Recall that a non-empty topological space X is irreducible if 

X= C1 U C2, where C1 and C2 are closed subsets of X, implies that 

X= C1 or X= C2. For ease of reference we record the following 

as a lemma: 

Lemma 2.3.3. Let X be an irreducible topological space, Ua 

non-empty open subspace of X and Da dense subspace of X. Then 

Dnu is a dense subspace of X. 

Proof. For any subspace Y of X, let Y denote the closure of Y in X 

and Yc the complement of Y in X. Then 

X=D= (D f u) U (D (l UC) 

=Df UUDf1Uc 

9D1IUUU°. 

Therefore, either X=Dfu or X= Uc. As U is non-empty, this 

means that X=D (1 U, as required. D 

Following [Matl], we say that a Noetherian ring R is J-0 if 

Reg-Spec(R) contains a non-empty open subset of Spec(R) ([Matl], 

(32. B), page 246). In the proof of the following theorem we shall 

use some set theoretic notation and König's graph lemma. Let 

{Fi :i=1,2, """ } be a countable sequence of finite sets and let 
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ao 
J=U Fi. Suppose that for each iEN we have a map 

i=1 

4) F. -º {subsets of Fi+l} and we denote by " the set 

{4Di i=1,2, """ }. A path in the ordered pair (3,4D) is a 

sequence a1, a2, """ of elements of 3 such that ai E F. and 

ai+l E 4ii(ai) for all iEN. If the sequence is finite, with m 

elements, we say that the length of the path is m. Otherwise we say 

that the length of the path is infinite. 

%önig's graph lemma. In the situation described above: if (, y,. ) 

has a path of length n, for each nEN, then (3, ') has a path 

of infinite length. 

Proof. Note that, for any iEN, we can extend 4) 
1 

to a map 

4D 
P: {subsets of Fi} -+ {subsets of Fi+l}; define 4o p 

such that 

P(X) 
=U 0i(x), for any XCF. and for all iEN. Then, for 

xEX 

any iEN, 0P({a}) = "i(a), for any aE Fi, and AP(O) _ ý, 

Suppose that, for every nEN, there is a path of length n in 

(Let t be any positive integer and let {cl, ... , ct} 

Consider the following condition on {c1, ".. , ct}: 

c1, """ , ci is a path in (, 9',. ) and 

0r+jer+j-1 ... 0 ý({cj}) 
# 0, 

r>0. 

for each j=1, """ t and all 

(_) 
Now let s>1 be an integer and suppose that we have a set 

{c1, """ , cs_1} that satisfies (*), with t=s-1. Then 
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0s-1({cs-1}) is a non-empty subset of 

this statement with F1 # 0. ) Let 

0s P 
-1({cs-1}) 

Os-1(cs-1) {as$l, ... 

consider F1 instead of Os-1({cs-1}) 

i 1, """ ks, there is some Mi EN 

Fs. (When ss1 we replace 

)aspks}. 
(When s-1 we 

) Suppose that, for each 

such that 

%AP ".. "s({as, i}) - 0. Let M- max{Mi :i"1, ... ks}. 

Then %%-1 ".. "s({as for i-1, """ ks. Hence 

PPPP %%-1 ... 0s0s-1({cs-1}) - 0. If s>1 this contradicts (*). If 

s-1 let bl, """ bM+l be a path in (9', 4') of length M+1. 

Then bM+l E %(bx) - ýM({bM}) C OMfM-1({bM-1}) C ... 

... c %4bM-1 ... "1({bl}) - 0, 

which is impossible. Therefore there is some i such that 1<i< ks 

and Os+rOs+r-1 ".. "s({as, 
i}) # 0, for all r>0. Let cs - as i 

for some such i. Then {cl, ... cs} satisfies (*), with t s. By 

induction c1, c2, """ is a path of infinite length in p 

Let R be a Noetherian ring and C any non-empty closed subset 

of Spec(R). Then there is a proper ideal a of R such that C- V(a). 

C may be written as C- V(P1) U """ U V(Pv), where P1, ".. Pv 

are the minimal elements of AssR(A/a). Moreover P1, """ P. are 

dependent only on C; if b is any other ideal of R such that 

C- V(b), the minimal elements of AssR(A/b) are, again, 

P1, """ P. We shall call P1, ... Pv the prime components of C. 

Theorem 2.3.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal of R such 
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that, for all primes Q of R containing I, R/Q is J-0. Then 

Max-Spec(R) n V(I) is uAR with respect to N, for any finitely 

generated R-module N. 

104 

Proof. Let N be any finitely generated R-module. In the light of 

Lemma 2.3.2 we may assume without loss of generality that N is a 

free R-module. Let M be any submodule of N. We must demonstrate the 
ny(i) 

existence of a uAR number for Max-Spec(R)Awith respect to MgN. Let 

P be some fixed element of V(I). The Artin-Rees lemma asserts the 

existence of a positive integer k= kP such that, for all n >_ k, 

MnPnNs Pn-k(M n PkN). (2.3.5) 

Let TP - {Q E Spec(R) :Q is ((O), R; P)-regular and Q is 

(M, N; P)-regular}. Then TP is a non-empty open subset of V(P), by 

Corollary 2.2.4. For any QE TP we have, by definition of 

((O), R; P)-regularity, that 
[i] 

4 

is [R/P]Q-free, for all 

r >- 0. By hypothesis, R/P is J-0, so there exists a non-empty 

open subset U' of Spec(R/P) such that U' C Reg-Spec(R/P). Let 

UP - {Q E V(P) : Q/P E U'}. 

Then Up is a non-empty open subset of V(P) and so SP = TP n up is 

a non-empty open subset of V(P). For any QE SP and any 

non-negative integer r, the hypotheses and condition (1) of Theorem 

2.1.14 are satisfied. 

Now fix QES. From Theorem 2.1.14 (2), we have 

[M n PrN n Qr+sN]Q - [Qs(M n PrN) + (M n Pr+1N n Qr+sN)JQ for 

all r, s > 0. (2.3.6) 
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Thus, after supressing localisation at Q, we have, for any n>k, 

mn QnN -Mn PON n QnN = Qn(M n PON) + (M n PN n QnN), using 

2.3.6, so, after localisation at Q, 

Nn QnN = Q"M + Qn-1(g n PN) + (N n P2N n QnN), using 2.3.6 

again. Repeating this process we obtain eventually, after 

localisation at Q, 

It n QnN s QnM + Qn-1(M n PN) + Q, -2(m n P2N) + ... 
... + Qn-k+l(M n pk-1N) + Qn-k(M n PkN) 

+ Qn-k-1(M n pk+1N) + ... + Q2(N n pn-2N) 

+ Q(M n pn-1N) + (M n Pn. ). (2.3.7) 

Now, for any m such that 0<m< k-i, 

Qn m (M (1 PmN) . Qn-k, k-m (M fl PmN) 

9 Qn-k(K n Qk-mpmN) c Qn-k(M n QkN). 

Thus 

Q'M + Qn-1(M fl PN) + ... 

... + Qn-k+l(M n pk-1N) c n-k(N fl QkN). (2.3.8) 

Also, supressing localisation at Q, 

Qn-k(M n pkN) + Qn-k-1(M n Pk+1N) + ... 

... + Q(M n P'-'N)'+ (M n PEN) 

Qn-k(M n pkN) + Qn-k-1 P(M n PkN) + ... 

... + Qpn-k-1(M pkN) + pn-k(M pkN) 

using 2.3.5, 
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(Q + p)n-k(M n PkN) - Qn-k(M n PkN) 

c Qn-k(M n QkN). (2.3.9) 

Therefore, combining 2.3.7,2.3.8 and 2.3.9, for any n>k, 

[M n QnN]Q S [Qn-k(M n QkN)]Q. 

The reverse inclusion is obvious so, for any QE Sp and any 

II > jCý 

[M n QnN]Q - [Q'-'(m n QKN)]Q. (2.3.10) 

We have shown that there is a non-empty open subset SP of V(P) 

such that, for all QE SP, 2.3.10 holds, and so k- kp is an 

Artin-Rees number for QQ with respect to MQ C NQ. (Recall that 

k- kP is an Artin-Rees number for P with respect to MCN. ) Since 

P was arbitrary in V(I) there is a non-empty open subset Sp of 

)'(p) satisfying the above property, relative to kp, for all 

pE V(I). 

For each pE V(I), choose a set Sp of the type described 

above. We define a map 0' : V(I) --ý {subsets of V(I)} by 

4'(p) _ {prime components of (V(p) - Sr)) if Sp # V(P), and by 

if Sp = V(P). We can extend to a map 

0: {subsets of V(I)} -+ {subsets of V(I)} 

by setting 4(4") U 4'(p), for any subset IC V(I). By 

pEI 

ordinary recursion there is a unique map 

0: N -º {subsets of V(I)} 

such that e(1) - {prime components of V(I)} and 

6(n + 1) - 4(0(n)). By induction on n, 0(n) is a finite set for all 
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nEN. Define 8(n) i {subsets of 9(n + 1)} by 

On(P) _ d'(P), for any P E 9(n) and for all nEN. Let 

o=U 9(n) and 0_ On :n=1,2, """ }. 

n>-1 

We may assume that 0(1) # 0, since $(1) *4 I=R, 

and if I=R there is nothing to prove. Given any nEN such 

that n>1, suppose that 6(n) # 0. Then choose Pn E 9(n) so 

that, by construction, Pn E ý(0(n - 1)), which implies that Pn is 

a prime component of V(Pn-1) - SP , for some Pn-1 E 9(n - 1). 
n-1 

Moreover Pn E ýn-1(Pn-1). Since Pn-1 E 0(n - 1), we have, by 

induction a path P1, """ ,P n-1 
in (9,0). Thus P1, ".. , Pn is 

a path in (O, 4P) of length n. If 9(n) # 0, for any nEN, 

there is , by Hönig's graph lemma, a path in (0,0) of infinite 

length. However, given any path P1, P2, """ in (0,0), we have 

Pi q Pi+l' for all i>1, since Pi+l E 4i(Pi). Thus the 

Noetherian assumption implies that 9(n) for some nEN. Let 

p be the smallest positive integer such that 0(µ) - 0. Then 

0(n) _ 0, for all n> it. Hence 6 is a finite set. Consequently 

{SP :PE 0} is a finite set. 

Now suppose that q is any element of V(I). Then there is some 

prime component p of V(I) such that q p. In other words, q2p 

for some pE 0(1). Let r= max{n ENq2p for some pE 9(n)}. 

Then q2 Pr, for some Pr E 9(r) c A, so that qE V(Pr). If 

q0 SP then qE V(Pr) - SP so that q contains a prime component 
rr 

Pr+l of V(Pr) - SP . Since Pr+l E 0(r + 1) this is a 
r 

contradiction. Hence qE SP and so V(I) CU {SP :PE A}. 
r 
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For any PE V(I), denote by kP the Artin-Rees number of P 

with respect to to NCN. Then, since O 
'is 

finite, 

s- max{kP :PE 8} is a well-defined integer. Let   be any 

element of Max-Spec(R) n v(I). Choose PE0 such that oE Sp. 

Let k- kP. From 2.3.10, for any n >_ s >_ kp = k, 

[M n: N]= - [a -k(M n: N)]= 
[=n-s=s-k (M n: N)] 

C_ [n-s m (M na N)]o, 

and the opposite inclusion is trivial. Furthermore, if n is any 

other maximal ideal of R, 

[M na N]n - Mn - [ö -s(M n  sN)Jn. 

Hence xn snN - sn s(M n =8N) for all n >- s. This is true for 

all =E Max-Spec(R) n V(I) so that s is a uAR number for 

Max-Spec(R) n V(I) with respect to MCN. Since M was an 

arbitrary submodule of N the result follows. O 

Corollary 2.3.11. Let R be a Noetherian ring and Na finitely 

generated R-module with submodule M. If, for all QE Supp(N/M), 

R/Q is J-0, then Max-Spec(R) is uAR with respect to MCN. 

Proof. Let I- AnnR(N/M). Then Supp(N/M) - V(I). From the 

theorem, Max-Spec(R) n V(I) is uAR with respect to McN. 

Suppose that nE Max-Spec(R) and n* V(I). Given a5beN, we 

have M-N so that 
nn 

[M n nbN]n = [nbN]n - [nb-a(M n naN)]n. 

Furthermore if aE Max-Spec(R) and a#n, then nb " na " Ra, 

and 
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[K n nbN]= s [nb-a(M n naN)]®. 

Therefore 

MnnbN= nb a(M n naN). 

In particular this is true when a-s is a uAR number for 

Max-Spec(R) n V(I) with respect to MCN. Hence, if s is a uAR 

number for Max-Spec(R) n V(I), s is a uAR number for Max-Spec(R) 

with respect to M C. N. o 

The proof of the next corollary was shown to me by 

L. O'Carroll (and is several times shorter than my own attempt). 

Corollary 2.3.12. Let R be a Noetherian ring, Na finitely 

generated R-module, Ma submodule of N and I an ideal of R such 

that, for all primes QE P(I), R/Q is J-0. Then there is a 

non-negative integer s and, for all QE V(I), there is a 

non-empty open set UQ, containing Q, such that, for all qe UQ and 

all n >_ s, 

[M nQ N]q - [Qn-s(M n 4sN)]q" 

Furthermore if 19 AnnR(N/M) then such an open set exists for 

every QE Spec(R). 

Proof. From the proof of the theorem we have sEN such that 

2.3.10 holds, with k-s and n>s, for all QE V(I). Fix 

QE V(I). Let 

L-®Mn Qr+s, 

r2: 0 Qr(M n Qsp) 

Then L is an R-module and LQ - 0. Therefore, for any xeL, we 
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have an element tE R\Q such that xt - 0. Now consider the 

R-module B-® Qr. B is a Noetherian R-algebra containing R. The 
r>O 

module ® Qr(Q6N) is a finitely generated B-module with 
r>O 

B-submodule ® (M n Qr+sN). The latter is also, therefore, a 
r>O 

finitely generated B-module. As ® Qr(M n Q5N) is also a 
r>_O 

B-module, L is a finitely generated B-module. Let wl, """ ,w be 

q 
elements of L such that LE Bwi. Then we have an element 

i=1 

ti E R\Q such that wits = 0, for i-1, """ q. Let 

q 
t= t1t2 """ tq. Then t*Q and tL - t( E Bwi) - 0. Hence 

i-l 

Lt =0 as an Rt-module, and, for all qE D(t) C Spec(R) and all 

n >_ s, we have 

[M n QnN]q = [Q'-s(M n QsN)]q. 

Since t¢Q, UQ = D(t) meets the requirements of the first part 

of the theorem. 

Now suppose we have found s as above and let QE Spec(R) such 

that Q# V(I). If IC AnnR(N/M) then Q# V(AnnR(N/M)). Since 

N/M is finitely generated, this implies that [N/M]Q -0 and the 

final statement follows easily. p 
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2.4 Zariski's Main Lem& on holomorphic functions 

Before proceeding to the results of this section we-need to 

establish some notation and conventions. We also take the 

opportunity to emphasise some elementary facts that are required in 

the sequel. Let R be a ring, Pa prime ideal of R and L an. 

R-module . If X is a subset of LP we denote the inverse image of X 

in L by x nP L, extending the notation of Chapter 1, Section 1.5. 

For any QE Spec(R), let q) q: L --+ LQ be the R-module map such 

that %(t) - L/l E LQ, for any teL. Suppose P E. QE Spec(R). 

Then the RQ module map qp : LQ LP such that 

q)p(E/s) _ 4pP(k)(1/s) - k/s, for any tEL and sE R\Q, makes 

the following diagram compute: 

L-p ALP 

4ýP 
LQ 

We shall refer to the maps q)P, (pQ and qP as "the" canonical maps. If 

M is an R-module and f: L -+ M is an R-module map, then we have 

an Rp-module map fp : LP --º Mp, given by fp(L/s) - f(E)/s, for 

any tEL and sE R\Q. Moreover the following diagram commutes: 

f 
L- -- -ý M 

ýp l+p 

Lp Mp 
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ýAt mLN be R-me clµkt. 
where Tp and pp are the canonical maps. AWe shall distinguish between 

the modules [N/M]P and NP/MP. Although these modules are 

isomorphic, we do not assume that they are equal, and specify all 

our isomorphisms explicitly. Elements of [N/M]P are of the form 

(n mod(M))/s, whereas elements of NP/MP are of the form 

(n/s) mod(MP), where nEN and sE R\P. 

Lenmia 2.4.1. Let R be a ring, PE Spec(R), N an R-module and ra 

i 
non-negative integer such that 

PP+MM 
is a torsion-free 

R/P-module, for i-1, """ r-1. Then 

-Pr MnP M= PrM. 

Proof. Suppose x E1cMpnP M, Then xs e PrM for some se R\P. 

If x0PrM, let j- max{iE Z: xEPM}, so that 0< j<r. 

Then x mod(Pj+1M) #0 but s(x mod(Pj+iM)) - 0. Since p+M 
is a 

PM 

torsion-free R/P-module, s must be in P. This contradiction shows 

that xE PrM, so that VMpf1P Mc PTM. The reverse inclusion is 

obvious, giving the lemma. p 

Lemma. 2.4.2. Let R be a Noetherian local ring, PE Spec(R) and La 

finitely generated R-module such that grp(L) is a free R/P-module. 

Then the R-module map (pp :L --º LP :EN t/l is injective and 

there is a canonically induced, injective, R/P-module map 

grp(L) ---t grPR 
P 

(Lp), 
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for all r O. 

Proof. Let xE ker(TP), so that x/1 -0 in L. Then 

(x/1) En PkLP. Therxtfore 
k>_0 

xEk (0 LPnq L)-kPkL9 

from Lemma 2.4.1. Using Krull's intersection theorem, nPkL-0 
k>O 

([Matt], Theorem 8.9, for example). Thus ker(q)P) -0 and c, is 

injective as claimed. 

Let r be a non-negative integer and yE PrL. Then 

4pP(y) 6 PrLP, so we have, by restriction of ýpP to PrL, an injective 

map PrL -º PrLP. We define 

r 
r PrL P LP 

8r X41, ) 
Pr+1L Pr+iL 

by y d(pr+1L) N 0p(Y) mod(pr+1Lp), 

where yE PrL. grr(pp) is our candidate for the canonically 

induced, injective, R/P-module map required. grr(,, p) is an 

R/P-module map, since if yE Pr+1L then c (y) E pr+1Lp, 

Furthermore, given r>0 and y E'PA'' Lpnp PrL , then 

y c- Pý f, Ln PrL = Pr+1L, using Lemma 2.4.1. Hence grr(c ) 

is injective. This is true for all r >_ 0, as required. D 

Lew. na 2.4.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PE Spec(R) and . 4' a 

dense subset of V(P). For each QE . 
4', let pP denote the 
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canonical map RQ -+ Rp. Then 

(l P (QR) C PRP. 
QEX 

Proof. Let V- {q E V(P) :q is ((0), R; P)-regular}. Then V is a 

non-empty open subset of V(P), by Theorem 2.2.3. Hence vn , 'j' is 

dense in V(P), by Lemma 2.3.3. It is therefore sufficient to 

prove the result under the assumption that .. 
( C V. Under this 

assumption pP is injective, by Lemma 2.4.2. Let xEn PQ(QR PQ 
QEX 

Then xE RP, so we can write x- a/s, where a, s ER and 

sfP. Let Ux = {Q E V(P) :sq Q}. Then Ux is non-empty and open 

in V(P). Therefore xx = Ux nr is dense in V(P), using Lemma 

2.3.3. Let QE , 
fix. Then x- a/s and s¢Q, so that a/s e RQ. 

Hence x= pP(a/s). Also xe pP(QRQ), so x- pp(y/t), where 

yEQ and tE R\Q. As pP is injective, this implies that, in RQ, 

a/s = y/t. Hence atv - ysv, for some vE R\Q. Then atv EQ 

and tv ¢ Q, which means that aeQ. Thus aE (l Q-P, so 
QE, /YX 

that x= a/s E PRP, as required. p 

We can now prove a generalisation of Zariski's Main Lemma 

([Zar], Section 2). The proof is essentially Zariski's. 

Theorem 2.4.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PE Spec(R) and Ja 

dense subset of V(P) such that, for all QEf, [R/P]Q is a 

regular ring. Let L be a finitely generated R-module and, for each 
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QE . 
4', let qpP denote the canonical map LQ ----4 L. Then 

f vQ(QrLQ) S PrLp, 
QE X 

for all r>D. 

Proof. Let C19 """ , Lt be a minimal generating set for L and let 

t 
N=® Rei be the free R-module on the t generators el, ". " et, i=1 
Let M be the kernel of the surjective R-module map N -º L given 

by mapping ei to ki, for i-1, """ t. Then LN N/M. Let 

T- {Q E Spec(R) :Q is (M, N; P)-regular and Q is 

((0), R; P)-regular}. Then, by Corollary 2.2.4, T is non-empty and 

open in V(P). By Lemma 2.3.3, T fl x is dense in V(P). It is 

therefore sufficient to prove the result under the assumption that 

,K is contained in T. Under this assumption, q)P is injective for 

all QE , ifs, by Lemma 2.4.2. We proceed by induction on r. In the 

case r-0 there is nothing to prove. Suppose inductively that 

the result has been proved for r>0. From the inductive 

assumption, we have 

n 'Q(Qr+1LQ) n Q(QrLQ) C PrLP. 
QE �Y QE . 4' 

Thus 

r+i n (P 
R (R LR) a (l Q(Q n PrLP). 

RE . I' QE X 

If xE 4pp(Qr+1LQ) n PrLP, then x= TP(y), for some element y of 

Qr+1L As (PP (y) =, _c E PrLP, we have y EFrL7 fPR L 
(k = PrLQ, 

Q 
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using Lemma 2.4.1. Therefore c (y) =xE (pP(Qr+1LQ n PrLQ). 

It follows that 

n PQQ(Qr+1LQ) -n , 
Q(Qr+1LQ n PrLQ). 

QE�I' QE.. 4' 

Hence 

n 'Q(Qr+1LQ) -n rQ(prQLQ), 
QE 

. 
4' QE. N 

using Corollary 2.1.17. It is therefore sufficient to show that 

n QQ(PrQLQ) 
pr+1Lp. 

QE, A' 

Recall the notation of 2.1.3. Note that, if qE V(P), then by 

Aq we mean A localised at q/P. Given any qe V(P), let 9q be 

the canonical A-module map 9q : Er [Er]q, and let 9P be the 

canonical Aq module map 6P-: [Er]q -º [Er]P. Consider the 

AP-vector space [Er]p 
. Suppose the dimension of this vector space 

over AP is d. Choose elements el, """ , Ed of Er such that 

P l), """ , Ap(ed) form a basis for [Er]p over A. Set 

eI = Op(el), ".. , 
ed = 0P(ed). Let U= {q 6 V(P) : [Er]q is 

generated by 0q(C1), """ '0q(ed)}, Then U is a non-empty open 

subset of V(P) (using [Matt], Theorem 4.10 (i) (proof), and 

identifying U with its homeomorphic image in Spec(R/P)). Since 

PEU, if we set w=UnT, then W is a non-empty open subset 

of V(P). Thus, setting xnw, 
.9 is dense in V(P), by 

Lemma 2.3.3. 

Now fix QE . 9. Let 0 Q(¢k) = e"k, for ke1, """ , d. 
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Since QEU, e`1, """ , e`d generate [Er]Q. Consider the 

surjective A-module map 
dd 
® (A )x ---. E (A )E -[E] 

ksl ßk k=1 QkrQ 

ýk ~ Ek 

where the xi is an indeterminate, for i=1, """ d. If the kernel 

of this map is C, then C 40 AQ AP - 0, since {el, """ , ed} is a 

d 
basis for [Er]p. Since CC® (p )xk, C is a torsion-free 

k-1 ß 

AQ-module. Therefore C ®A 
Q 

Ap -0 implies that C-0. Hence 

d 
[Er]Q =® (AQ)e`k. (This fact is implicit in [Matt], Theorem 4.10 

k=1 

(ii). ) Let pP : AQ ----4 AP be the canonical AQ module map. We now 

define an AQ-module map 

dd 
aQ : [Er]Q =® (AQ)ek ---º ® (Ap)ek = [Er]P, 

k=1 k-1 

dd 
E a. kek E p(ak)ek, 

k=1 k=1 

where ak E A., for k 1, """ d. Since pP is injective, aß 

is injective. Note that 

d 
aQ(Q[Er]Q) aQ(Q( 

k" 
(AQ)Ek)) 
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d 
- aq( 

1 
(IR/P]Q)E 

k= 

d 
_® Pp(L4/P)Q)Ek" (i) 

k-i 

For any qEJ, we can define the corresponding A-module map aq. 

Moreover, A is dense in V(P), so that 

_ {q/P E Spec(A) :qE,, ý } is dense in Spec(A). Hence, from 

Lemma 2.4.3, n pP([q/P]q) 0. Thus, using (i), 

qE,. t 

d 
n aq(q[Er]Q) (® Pp([q/P]Q)Ek) 
qE QE4 

k=1 

d 
® (n Pp([9/P]q))Ek 

k-1 
qE4 

o. 

Going back to our fixed QE,, k; if xe [Er]Q then 

d 
x-E akeek, where ak E A., for k-1, ".. d. Therefore 

k=1 

ep(x) - BP 
d 

(E akik) 
k=1 

(ii) 

d 
=E ak0P(ek) 

k=1 

(since 6P is an AQ module map) 
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d 
E ak0p(0Q(Ek)) 

k-i 

(by definition) 

d 
=E ak0p(ek)) 

k-i 

d 
=E akek (by definition) 

k=1 

d 
=E Pp(ak)Ek 

k=1 

(since pP is an AQmodule map) 

d 
= ae( E akek) _ «Q(x). 

k=i 

This holds for all qEA, hence 

aq = 9P, for all qE,, ý. (iii) 

Now let f be the isomorphism (given by the isomorphism 

theorems; line 3 of the proof of Lemma 2.1.7) 

PrL f 
Pr+1L 

-º Er. 

Let fP and fQ be the isomorphisms induced, on the relevant modules, 

by localising at P and Q, respectively. Note that fQ is an 

AQ module map, so 
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QPFL PrL fQ LLP''LiJ = Qf LPI1L] Qa Q[Er]Q" (iv) 

For any qE V(P), let 6. PrL 
--+ 

PrL 
and q Pr+1L Pr+1L 

q 

rr 
sq PL 

------4 
PL be the canonical maps. As we remarked P Pr+1L [pr+1L 

QP 

at the beginning of this section fP6q P= 9pfQ. Therefore, using 

(iii), 

fp6q . 'qfq, for all qE,, k. (v) 

Given any q6 V(P), let Tq be the A-module isomorphism 

rL PrL 
tq +lr+is 

[ýPri 

LPL 
qq 

(x mod(pr+1L))/s i (9q(x)(1/s)) mod(pr+1Lq), 

where x is any element of PrL. Then, given any xE PrL, 

Tp(SP((x mod(pr+1L))/s) - tp(Sp(x mod(pr+1L))(1/s)) 

¶ ((x mod(pr+1 L))/s) 

(1/s)(gp(x)) mod(pr+'Lp). 

Also, using the notation of Lemma 2.4.2, 

Srr(q)p)(iq(x mod(pr+1L)/s)) - Srr(ýp)(Iq(x)(1/s) mod(pr+1LQ)) 

P(q 
(x))) mod(pr+1LP) q 
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(1/s)(Tp(x)) mod(pr+1Lp). 

Hence 

Itp p= grr(TP)Tq, for all qE (vi) 

Combining (v) and (vi) and using the notation of Lemma 2.4.2, we 

have, since Tq is an isomorphism, for all qE 

agfqTqi = fp. t grr(gp), for all qe,, ý. (vii) 

Now 

[QPFLQQ]] 
f24 grr(P) r+lG 

n fptp i 
8rr(q>p) r+iQ 

Q 

pL 
QE. A PL 

-i sn aQfQ t 
QPrLQ 

Q 
QED 

lPr+1LQjJ 

PrL 
n 

QfQ 
QtQi 

Pr+i4 
QE 

,, 
t 

n QPrL 

QE 
aß fQ 

111 

sn aQ(Q[Er]Q) (by (iv)) 

QE 

= 0, by (ii). 

Since f1iP1 is injective, this means that, using the notation of 
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Lemma 2.4.2, 

8rr(4'4p) 1''Q 0= (l 
r+l 

QEý PL 

(P [(QPFL) + pr+1LP 
n 

pr+1L 
QE, 9 P 

(I' (QPrLQ)1 
+ Pr+1L 

? 
tQEý JP 

Pr+1L P 

Hence 

n cp(QprLQ) Sn PQ(QprLQ) C pr+1Lp, 

QE x QE .9 

as required. The theorem follows by induction. 13 

In [EiHo], Eisenbud and Hochster prove a theorem which has 

Zariski's Main Lemma as a corollary. The next result shows that 

Eisenbud and Hochster's theorem ([EiHo], Theorem) is a corollary of 

the above generalisation of Zariski's Main Lemma. Recall that if p 

is a prime ideal of a ring R then we denote prRp np R by p(r) ) 

for any rEN. 

Corollary 2.4.5. Let R be a Noetherian ring, PE Spec(R) and 

a dense subset of V(P) such that, for all QE , 
4', [R/P]Q is a 

regular ring. Let L be a finitely generated P-coprimary R-module 

such that PrL - 0, for some positive integer r. Then 
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(l Q(r)L - 0. 
QE f 

Proof. Suppose xEn Q(r)L n (QrRQ f1Q R)L. Let Q be any 
QE�' QEX 

n (r) element of X. Then x=Er.. C., for some rEQ 
(r) 

j=1 JJj 

Cj E L, where j=1, """ n. Let Vp, 

q)Q and VQ be the canonical maps, for the module L, described before 

Lemma 2.4.3. In LQ we have 

n 
TQ(x) =Er j1P Q(ti) E QrLQ" 

i=1 

Thus T (x) _ PpPQ(x) E (pQ(QrLQ). This is true for all QEX. 

Hence 

qp(x) En PQ(QrLQ) c PrLp - 0. 
QE X 

Since L is P-coprimary, Z(L) c P. Therefore q)p is injective and 

x=0.0 
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